
FRONT COVER PAGE (montage of old and new photographs to be 
added) 

An Introduction to the Pyons Group of Parishes: 

The Pyons through the ages (current population 816, 2011 census):  
Pre-History: 

About 26,000 years ago the area was covered by an ice sheet some 750 feet thick.   It 
overran Burton Hill and Wormsley Ridge; the advancing ice produced the conical hills of 
Pyon and Buttas and then diverged to the North East and South East at Birley Hill. The ice 
thinned rapidly at its edges, leaving the top of Adzor Bank exposed as a nunatak, and an 
end moraine at Badnage, during a temporary lull in its flow towards its terminal moraine at 
Sugwas. The basis was formed for the rich farming land of today from the silts of the Irish 
Sea and deposits from mid Wales. 

Human History: 

The earliest evidence of human occupation probably lies in the flints from Westhope Hill, 
and later the Bronze Age tumulus at Buttas.   The markstone at the Bush may too be 
prehistoric.   Running through the centre of our villages is Watling Street, a Roman Road 
that links Chester (Deva) and Usk (Isca).   Roman pottery shards and coins have been 
found towards Westhope with the odd piece of Iron Age ware and much more is waiting to 
be found.    

Saxton’s earliest map of Herefordshire produced in 1577 only shows Cannon Peon, Peon 
Regis, Lattons (Lawtons Hope) and Wynsley (a deserted village) in our whole group.    

The manor of Canon Pyon was given to Hereford Cathedral by Godiva, sister of Leofric Earl 
of Mercia.  During the reign of Elizabeth I, it belonged to George Vaughan whose daughter 
Judith, (with the estate!), married Walter Baskerville of whom Symonds, a 17th Century 
diarist, wrote “Walter Baskerville of Canon Peawne, small estate, jure ux, first for 
Parliament, then for the King, then theirs, then taken prisoner by us, and with much adoe, 
gott his pardon, and now pro rege, God wott”. 

In 1649, Parliamentarians surveyed the parish; a jury was called to value all the properties 
(descendants of two of the 12 jurymen, John Yeomans and Thomas Jay, still live in the 
Parish.) 

Pyon-eering Families:  

The Tompkins family and Hereford cattle: 

Late in the 1600’s Richard Tompkins of New House, Kings Pyon took the first steps to 
improve the breed of local cattle.   His Will of 1720 left a cow, Silver, and calf to his son, 
Benjamin, who from 1738 at the Court Farm, Canon Pyon, travelled widely searching for 
blood lines to improve the herd.   His son Benjamin, born at the Court in 1745, farmed 
Black Hall in Kings Pyon; the herd had become recognisably the source of the current 
Herefords.   By 1788, they were already known as “the first breed of cattle in the island”.    
Benjamin died at Brook House, Kings Pyon in 1815.  By the end of the century, Hereford 
cattle would be preeminent in North and South America.  The white face was, incidentally, 
finally bred in by John Yeomans, a cousin to the farming family Yeomans at Canon Pyon. 
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The Yeomans Family: 

Towards the end of the 19th century, Herbert Yeomans farmed Lawtons Hope, Kinford, The 
Crown and Great Nupton, a combination of ‘Hop Wilt’ disease for several years and 
overexpansion led to the collapse of the business in 1896.    The cider works set up some 
years before (pre Bulmer’s) and based on the Foxwhelp apple, survived.  It needed 
transport so a haulage business developed, ‘morphing’ into public transport and Yeomans 
Motors based on the site by the Parish Hall.  From here cider was transported daily to the 
workers building the dams at Elan, whilst service buses ran throughout the area and to 
Llandrindod, where they set up another hub.   After carrying troops throughout the war, 
the company returned to normal service before developing a coaching and agency 
business, which became one of the largest in mid/southern England.  

Recent History: 
The Pyons Group of Parishes was formed by the amalgamation of the civil parishes of 
Canon Pyon and King’s Pyon in the mid 1970’s. Within the two parishes are the settlements 
of Canon Pyon, Kings Pyon, Ledgemoor, Westhope and part of Bush Bank. 

Canon Pyon (current population 276): 

The modern village of Canon Pyon straddles the line of the A4110, although historically the 
village would have centred on the church, Court House Farm and the Great House, which 
lie a mile or so to the west of the village.  Here there were also a small number of cottages 
which have now disappeared.  The Dean and Chapter of Hereford Cathedral were the Lords 
of the Manor. The village which grew up along the main road was formerly called New End 
and is marked as such on Ordnance Survey maps.  

The outstanding landmark in the parish is the tree covered, cone shaped Pyon Hill, which is 
privately owned and has a derelict summer-house on the top. 

Until the late 1950’s the village had changed little and there were few houses on the west 
side of the main road until Canon Pyon Stores and the adjacent bungalows were built in the 
late 1950’s.  Later the Meadow Drive development extended the village to the south.  The 
former council house estate of Brookside was built in 1963.  In recent years there have 
been small developments at Patrick’s Orchard and Valentine Court. 

The parish is in a primarily agricultural area with many of the men being employed as 
labourers on the local farms or working in agricultural related industries as blacksmiths, 
wheelwrights, and carpenters. However during the 1920’s the Yeomans Bus Company 
started up at the Crown and remained in Canon Pyon for almost 50 years.  Until the 1970’s 
Yeomans Garage was an important element in the local economy, giving employment to 
many local people and providing business for the local shop and post office.   

Canon Pyon originally had two pubs, The Plough and the Nags Head.  The latter also served 
as the local shop for many years and is still being run now as a public house.  The Plough 
was converted to residential accommodation a few years ago. 

Village amenities now include a shop and post office, a village hall, and a playing field with 
facilities for football, cricket and tennis, a BMX track and a children’s play area. 

The school was established in 1873 on land given in perpetuity by the Vaughan family and 
at a time when each village had its own school. During the last century the village schools 
have declined leaving Canon Pyon to serve the whole parish. The school lies to the north of 
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the village, directly on the A4110 and is still a thriving village school, attracting pupils from 
surrounding villages and beyond, as well as local children. 

Westhope (current population 266): 

The hamlet of Westhope lies within a wooded valley to the north east of Canon Pyon, 
leading up to the flat plain of Westhope Common from where there are fine panoramic 
views extending from the Malvern’s to the Black Mountains and beyond. The small cottages 
scattered around Westhope Hill and in the village were again mainly occupied by 
agricultural labourers, many of whom worked at Upper House Farm, owned initially by the 
Plevy family and then later by the Yeomans family.   

During the 1930’s – 50s Mr Yeomans grew hops which he sold to a brewery in Warrington 
and during the hop picking season the village would, for a month or so, be home to 
hundreds of Welsh hop pickers and their families.  Many were housed in buildings situated 
in the orchard and what is now called ‘Summerlease’, remaining there until the early 80’s. 
The farm was sold in the 1970’s and the land was bought by Bulmer’s and planted up as 
cider orchards. 

Most of the small cottages at Westhope have now been enlarged and converted into family 
homes.  The old farm buildings have been demolished and replaced with large Border Oak 
homes, as have the old Hop Kilns. There is a small corrugated iron mission church in 
Westhope, which was built in 1888.  Regular Sunday services are still held there and it also 
now serves as a community room for meetings and social activities. 

Kings Pyon (current population 137*): 

The village of King’s Pyon is clustered mainly around the parish church but the parish 
extends as far as the A4110 to include part of Bush Bank.  The parish still has close links 
with the Tomkins family and the Hereford breed of cattle.  There was formerly a village 
school, which has been closed for some years, and a shop and post office.  There are two 
main farms within the village – Blackhall Farm and Brook House Farm; there are no 
community facilities, the village hall having been demolished in the early 1960’s.  The small 
housing association development at Cuckoo Penn was rebuilt in recent years. 

Ledgemoor (current population 137*): 

Ledgemoor is a small community with a stone mission church, a public house and a club 
room.  Many of the men used to work on the Garnstone estate, which still owns some of 
the houses in the village.  Historically the residents of Ledgemoor have gravitated more 
towards the large village of Weobley, some three miles away.  There has been very little 
development in Ledgemoor apart from the rebuilding of some small derelict cottages to 
provide affordable housing. 

Bush Bank (current population not recorded**):  

At Bush Bank the focal point is now the Bush Inn but previously Bush Bank had a thriving 
shop and garage and was at one time the residence of the local policeman, the District 
Nurse and the Registrar of Births, Deaths and Marriages.  The former garage has now been 
developed into a second hard car business.                                                                   
(* population estimate split 50/50, ** included in Canon and Kings Pyon numbers.) 
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THE PYONS BOUNDARY: 
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NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK 
VISION STATEMENT: 

To build a firm foundation for the ongoing sustainable development of the 
village communities in terms of their individual environment, economy, 
population and age balance. To deliver this through the establishment of 
inclusive and democratic means that encourages, plans and steers positive 
and constructive change throughout the Parish. 

Canon Pyon is to become the centre for mixed housing development in the 
Parish and to promote the provision of public services, community facilities 
and potential employment opportunities that contribute to the evolution of 
the Parish as a whole. 

Executive Summary of the Planning Consultations:   
Residents have demonstrated through consultation and census, a clear will to invest in the 
further development, so long as it makes a positive social and environmental contribution, 
maintains the rural nature and image of the parish and brings with it facilities and services 
that are wanted and needed and which enhance the lifestyle of residents.  

Any investment must start by rectifying the mistakes that have been made in previous 
approvals by reshaping Canon Pyon to become a cohesive and safely connected community 
with the potential to grow in the characteristic way that most residents would wish to 
experience.   

Background: 
Consultations leading up to the Parish Plan: 

The recent history of the proposition to provide additional housing in the parish has been 
centred on Canon Pyon as planning rules in the past did not include other parts of the 
Parish. The initiative came from the Parish Council in 2005, after which housing needs 
surveys were carried out by Housing Services in 2006 and 2011. The results of these were 
then discussed with the Parish Council at open meetings, both in terms of what was in 
mind to satisfy current needs and to look at the future regarding community sustainability.  

The Council then looked at site options within Canon Pyon with residents and the Parish 
Council and this formed the basis for further discussions with Hereford Council regarding 
their plans for the County. The general acceptances was that any significant development 
would only be in Canon Pyon, that it would be proportional, include affordable housing and 
would be in addition to the designated ‘brown-field’ site next to the Village Hall.  

Due to the unfortunate elongated ribbon build of Canon Pyon there are large areas of 
agricultural land between housing developments and it is natural for Planners to come to 
rather obvious conclusions about further development potential. This has not been helped 
by the constant moving of the ‘goal-posts’ on planning rules. 
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This debate was re-ignited when new plans were submitted to the Council to develop the 
site situated between Valentines Court and the Meadow Drive development at the Southern 
extreme of the Village. This did not fit in with the site options previously presented and the 
objectives of residents or the Parish Council, which was keen to see any development 
emphasise the ‘centre’ of the village to help create a stronger community within this area 
defined by the playing field, the shop, the pub and the village hall. Concurrent with this, 
discussions were taking place with the owners of land within this area with the aim of 
meeting the aspirations of the Parish Council regarding Village identity. 

Consultations on Parish and Neighbourhood Plans: 

Whilst in the midst of these early consultations on housing development, the Parish 
Councils agenda included the subjects of Parish and Neighbourhood Plans. From this a 
Parish Planning Committee was set up at a public meeting in 2012 to take the planning 
process forward. Due to the recent history of heated debate on housing development, the 
Parish Plan process came at an opportune time to set the scene for a more clearly defined 
future in the development of the Parish and to look more broadly beyond housing and 
Canon Pyon. The Parish Plan was as broadly based as residents wished it to be so it 
covered many of the issues that effect resident’s lifestyle. ‘Housing and Land Use’ 
development was only one of many topics covered in the consultation; some of which had 
direct relevance to housing and land use and therefore the Neighbourhood Plan. 

The evidence collection process was planned in detail and implemented with rigour to 
deliver inclusiveness and conclusive results. Due to the length of the debate on housing 
that had taken place prior to the Parish Plan it was important that integrity was maintained 
and continued into the Neighbourhood Planning process. The volunteer Steering Groups 
were, therefore, thorough in ensuring the Parish Plan/Neighbourhood Plan was carried out 
as one process to avoid confusion and frustration on housing development in particular, 
whilst going down an already well trodden path.   

With this in mind and the Governments new policy, which now directed local government to 
think much more positively about rural development, the production of a legally structured 
Neighbourhood Plan was urgent in controlling development within the Pyons Group in line 
with the well voiced ambitions of residents.  

Neighbourhood Planning Phase: 

The Parish Planning Group, therefore, recommended their housing plan to the 
Parish Council as the established basis for developing the Draft Neighbourhood 
Plan under the control of its volunteer Steering Group.  

In November 2013 the Draft Plan was placed on the Pyons Group website and a public 
meeting held to discuss the Draft. A questionnaire was then designed to reflect all the 
aspects of the plan as discussed at the public meeting and issued to all residents for their 
consideration and to rate each item in the plan.  

The draft plan was also issued to all the utilities and interested environmental bodies for 
their consideration and response; see Annex 2. 

The results from the questionnaires and enquiries on the Draft Neighbourhood Plan were 
independently scrutinised by the body recognised by the Authorities as qualified to provide 
such an analysis, this is tabled in Annexe 2. The results from the previous analysis, 
independently scrutinised in the same way, are shown in Annex 3, together with all the 
written comments made by residents. 
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Conclusions: 
1. From the Parish Plan consultation: 

Overall Summary: 

The overriding issue facing the parish remains that of community sustainability in the long 
term and both the Parish and Neighbourhood Plans have reflected the views of residents in 
this respect. The Neighbourhood Plan, therefore, addresses this from both a local and 
county perspective.    

Canon Pyon is designated for material change now and in the future and the 
Neighbourhood Plan aims to exercise generally agreed controls on the location and 
substance of any future investment. The Neighbourhood Plan, therefore, demonstrates a 
positive approach to meeting these needs, whilst maintaining the rural nature of the 
lifestyle that is valued by residents.  

Regarding the other villages in the Parish, whilst these are not designated for development, 
attractive, affordable and related housing on a small scale will not be opposed as a matter 
of principle. The key criteria will be: 

• Village sustainability in terms of both the economy and age demographics            
• Maintaining appearance and lifestyle of the community.  
• Adding community value  
 

More specifically, the location and geography of Westhope and Ledgemoor defines them as 
having more development potential than Kings Pyon, which suffers from very poor 
transport access within the Parish. Ledgemoor does benefit from its open spaces and its 
proximity to Weobley.  Ledgemoor also has the advantages of a Pub’ and a village meeting 
room and more access to roadside land with relevant building potential. 

Preferred Investment: 

There was general support for investment in housing that maintains or enhances the image 
of the place and includes affordable dwellings, both now and in the future. This will 
require land being designated for future investment, both specifically and in 
principle. There was also support for community projects that contribute to the 
environment, such as allotments. New build, self build and modernisation of existing 
housing were supported, which demonstrated that residents viewed the future positively 
and recognised that the Parish will have to grow to be sustained and to attract the much 
needed complementary investment in facilities, employment and services etc. Over twice 
as many people were positive about the Parish growing than were opposed, with almost as 
many as those voting against, offering no opinion.  

The strongest support was for Starter Homes, Family Homes and Adapted/Easy Access 
Homes for the elderly and disabled.  

The criterion that was placed on any investment was that it should target mainly 
local people and those with local connections. 
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There was a mixed response when it came to other types of accommodation in Canon 
Pyon, with significant opposition to large executive housing or flats and apartments and 
less than expected regard for ‘supported’ housing. However there were high numbers of 
people offering no opinion and a similar result for living/working premises offering a high 
‘don’t know’ result; this indicating that such investments would not be strongly contended. 

In recognition of the rural nature of the villages and their necessary attraction to potential 
professional buyers, however, some higher value properties will be included in 
development opportunities within the parish.  

Considerations:  

Regarding the buying options that should be available to those interested in living in Canon 
Pyon: the strongest support was for houses to be built for private buyers and available on 
the open market. There was also support for part ownership and self build for individuals or 
groups. There was less support for housing association’ build for rent’ and opposition to 
private rent and low cost/subsidised housing. 

The layout and architecture of any development is of major importance to all residents and 
must be strongly scrutinised to ensure the rural image of the parish is maintained and that 
value is added to the perception of the Parish at all times.  

The environment, with particular regard to energy efficiency, water use and waste disposal 
will be of increasing importance in planning and will require ongoing scrutiny through the 
defining of minimum guidelines. 

2.  From the Neighbourhood Plan consultations: 

Overall Summary: 

The analysis from the Neighbourhood Plan questionnaire shown in Annex 2 demonstrates 
that the results from the Parish Plan consultations, (shown above and in detail in Annex 3) 
and as represented in the Draft Neighbourhood Plan, were generally confirmed to reflect 
the ‘majority will’ of the residents taking part in the consultations. Each objective identified 
in the plans was rated on both the printed and electronic questionnaires and formed the 
basis of the statistical analysis. In both methods of collection residents had the opportunity 
to make written comments and these are also included in Annex 2.  

The responses to the 3 strategic questions in Topic 8 dealing with the overall impact of the 
Plan on the future sustainability of the parish and its contribution to the County were rated 
above the threshold of 3 and are summarised as follows: 

• Is the Plan a positive and creative solution to the current challenges facing 
the Parish? Rating 3.50, 124 responses. 

• Does (the Plan) make a helpful and significant contribution to the wider 
needs of the County? Rating 3.12, 122 responses. 

• Does (the Plan) define successfully a framework for the ongoing 
development of the Parish and the sustainability of the community? Rating 
3.34, 122 responses. 

This demonstrates the clear will of the residents to support the aspirations of the 
plan both in terms of community sustainability and improvements in the residents 
lifestyle.   
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The Neighbourhood Plan analysis was looked at by the Steering Group, which suggested 
that any rating over 3 (out of a maximum of 5) constituted sufficient support to be 
confirmed as it is written in the existing Draft Plan.  

There were, however, 3 objectives that were rated less than 3 but more than 2 and were 
therefore, revisited with residents to decide how they should be treated in the Plan.  

In addition the subject of land use options was not responded to by a statistically relevant 
number of residents so this was also revisited. The objectives revisited are: 

• A later development within the hub should include commercial community 
facilities such as a Café and Youth Club. Do you agree? Rating 2.85, 122 
responses. 

• The addition of small business/craft units would be complementary to any 
development that included housing. Do you agree? Rating 2.98, 121 
responses. 

• The idea of building a new Primary School within the ‘hub’ was strongly 
supported in the responses from residents. Do you agree? Rating 2.79, 121 
responses. 

Since the last Draft of the Neighbourhood Plan was written 12 months ago there have also 
been further developments regarding land use and housing numbers and these issues were 
also revisited.  

In order for the results of the Neighbourhood Plan questionnaire to be approved 
by residents, a public viewing took place November 22nd in Canon Pyon Village 
hall to secure finalisation.  

Summary of Public Meeting 22nd November 2014: 

Notes from Neighbourhood Plan meeting at 1400 on Saturday 22nd November 2014: 

The 3 objectives that were revisited produced the following significant points: 

• School should be no 1 priority in terms of shaping the centre of village. 
• Noise aspect of moving school into village needs to be considered.  
• School is currently in a ‘ludicrous’ position in terms of safety risk. 
• The long term sustainability of the school needs to be kept in mind.  
• It is important to encourage more young people into the village otherwise it will die 
• Leisure & school should be seen as one. 
• Parent and Child-based activities should be in the centre of the village 
• Further clarification is needed regarding the definition of ‘business/craft work units’   
• All these points are necessary in the future development of Canon Pyon. 

Review of Land Use Options: 

Following a lengthy discussion on the Map shown and the land use 
options included in the plan, also shown, site 5 was brought into the 
debate and a heated discussion followed on the value and current 
use of the playing field.   

 

LAND USE OPTIONS (up to 2031): 
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Site 1  Land amounting to 1.4 hectares on the west of the main road adjacent to the 
playing fields brook (up to 27 houses) 

Site 2  Land amounting to 0.89 hectares with planning permission at the land adjacent to 
Valentines Court (30 houses) 

Site 3  Redevelopment of brown field land amounting to 0.61 hectares at land adjacent to 
the Village Hall (up to12 houses) 

 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

Site 4  Amounts to 2.47 hectares to the north, adjacent to the brown field site and the 
village hall. 

Site 5 – To be defined and kept in mind for future development. 

Conclusions from Meeting:  

1. The aspirations of the Neighbourhood Plan, as written, are to be maintained. 

2. Moving the school to the centre of the Canon Pyon is to remain a priority and the 
best site option must be investigated urgently. 

3. The playing field, (Site 6), is not considered to be used enough as a village asset and 
leisure facility and does not realise its potential value in this respect. 

4. The option to provide work spaces should remain in the plan, but should be limited 
to small facilities such as offices for work stations or work shops for the self 
employed on no greater scale than a house. This precludes the development of an 
‘industrial estate’. 

5. The concept of achieving an integrated design for the ‘hub’ that addresses the 
criteria of a safe and cohesive community should be a priority consideration.   

Objectives: 

Summary: 

The results of both consultations conclude that the Parish has to develop and grow to 
become sustainable as a community. To achieve this the residents are clear in requiring 
controlled investment in housing and associated facilities including work opportunities and 
that the development must be mixed and rural in nature.  

Any development must be planned to first recognise the needs and aspirations of those 
currently living in the Parish.  

It is understood that the improvement in services that are needed now and in the future to 
meet these needs and aspirations are more likely to become a reality if the Parish does 
continue to develop and grow. Whilst this dilemma is recognised, growth must be ‘socially’ 
manageable so as not to adversely affect too much the nature of the community.  The 
following objectives summarise the key requirements of the residents: 

Primary Development: 

Housing investment to start in Canon Pyon and emphasise the ‘centre’ of the Village by 
creating a hub that is defined by the Village Hall, the Playing Field, the Shop and the Pub. 
This should include two existing development sites, namely the ‘Brown Field’ site to the 
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East of the A4110 and the field to the West opposite the Nags Head Pub. This development 
is to be mixed and would include improvements to the Playing Field, secure play facilities 
for small children and safer pedestrian access across the road and to the school. This would 
add the much needed value to the layout and character of the Village that has been 
strongly requested by residents. 

 
Development of the ‘Village Hub’ will include commercial community facilities such as a 
Café and Youth Club, for instance, both of which would need to be financially sustainable 
within the Parish. Facilities are to be made available for the young and to make provision 
for the establishment of more organised activities such as Cub and Guide troops. 
Establishing family oriented facilities within the ‘Hub’ is to be a major consideration in the 
community development; this will also help improve links with the Church as requested in 
responses from residents. It is also important to plan for small business/craft units in any 
housing development that would be complementary to a mixed development. 

 
Secondary Development:  

Opportunities are to be identified that will allow for other smaller developments across the 
Parish, in particular Westhope and Ledgemoor, making use of available sites that would 
add to sustainability and the rural nature of the Parish; this would be taken on a case by 
case basis with some local sanction on design. There needs to be encouragement from 
Hereford Council to land owners for self build and such small developments in the 
knowledge that the Parish Council would expect any development to be in line with the 
Parish and Neighbourhood Plans.   
                         
Longer Term Development: 

Other locations for development in and around Canon Pyon based on the map shown in 
Annex 1 Outline of Draft Policies will be considered to ensure development applications are 
made within the scope and considerations of the Neighbourhood Plan. It is essential to 
pursue ongoing agreement with residents on the shape of any future development, once 
the ‘Village Hub’ has been effectively secured. A further development to this would be the 
building of a new Primary School in the ‘Hub’ as suggested in the strong response from 
residents on this issue.  
 
Added Value Requirements: 

 
Any major development will be required to help fund and deliver improved Mobile Phone 
reception and Internet access for the whole parish. 

 
The design of any development will always be subjective and a reflection of residents views 
as they evolve; however the views will always be sensitive to density, maintaining the rural 
image and building profile, which must not be imposing. 

 
Achieving the best possible design and financial contribution from any developer is 
essential in meeting the aims of the plan. This is to be pursued as cases arise, however 
prior consideration is to be given to identifying need in principle. Any approval will 
therefore be subject to these considerations and the Parish Council will, therefore, provide 
guidance in this respect. 
  
A list of projects to be supported through agreements with developers is an essential part 
of delivering this Plan; the current priorities are listed below: 

 
1. Traffic Light controlled pedestrian crossing in the ‘hub’. 
2. Sheltered bus stops on both sides of road in the ‘hub’. 
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3. Improved safer pedestrian access to school and throughout village. 
4. Improved health and leisure facilities/playing field/village hall  
5. Availability of ‘Speed Indicator Devices’ 

 

Generic Conditions: 

The subject of housing quality in all respects is becoming of increasing concern and is 
highly relevant in this plan to any future development regardless of scale.  The following 
will, therefore, be important negotiating points between developers, the Authorities and the 
Parish Council: 

• Image 

• Design  

• Layout and position, (set back etc) 

• Materials 

• Energy efficiency 

• Drainage/Sewage 

• Access/road maintenance 

• Impact on neighbours 

• Effect on the natural environment. 

Work will need to be done when the plan is adopted to establish meaningful guidelines for 
each of these conditions to make a useful contribution to the plan. 

Implementation Criteria: 

This list summarises the key ingredients of the Plan that are taken from the above 
narrative to be developed once approval has been given:  

a. To use the proposed development in Canon Pyon next to Valentines Court, to 
support the aims of this plan, with particular regard to improving connectivity, 
safety, image and services. 

 
b. To shape the development to be proposed to the sites identified within the 

‘hub’ to enhance the concept of village cohesion as a whole, again with the 
emphasis on connectivity, safety, image and services. 

 
c. To consider the movement of the Primary School to a new location within the 

area of the proposed village centre, (Hub), a priority and to investigate the 
selection of the most appropriate site as a prerequisite to finalising the land 
use allocation. 

 
d. To encourage community projects, including self build, with particular regard 

to the provision of land use for allotments, wildlife preservation and leisure 
and to include these opportunities in negotiations with owners, planners and 
developers 
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e. To make road safety a priority and to provide safe and efficient road crossing 
points in Canon Pyon, which would also calm traffic permanently and restrict 
average speed? 

 
 

f. To plan the provision of safe places in Canon Pyon for children to play, for 
teenagers to socialise without encouraging ‘unsocial behaviour’ and for 
parents to socialise with their children. 

 

g. To provide improved stopping points for public transport and to promote 
improved transport services for both Canon Pyon and surrounding villages to 
complement Parish investment. 

 

h. To improve pedestrian access through the provision of new, safe footpaths 
with particular regard to parents and children. 

 

i. To establish additional sites of environmental value to the community, 
emphasising the indigenous wildlife, vegetation and fauna. 

 

j. To make the improvement in communications and the provision of improved 
services, particularly in terms of health and education; these are pre-
conditions of any significant development in Canon Pyon. 

 

k. To identify and promote the self-help opportunities, community projects and 
activities that help to improving social cohesion.  

 
l. To further the challenges of energy efficiency, water usage and waste disposal 

priority considerations in all Parish Council negotiations with the local 
authorities and developers in the sustainable development of the Parish. 

 
m. To meet the statutory requirements for affordable housing, for the foreseeable 

future and to satisfy local needs as identified at the time of the development.  

n. To ensure where housing is built as affordable or designed for the elderly and 
those with disabilities etc it will be subject to agreements with the Authorities 
in perpetuity for such use and will continue to meet local needs as a priority. 

o. To ensure land allocated for new development will enhance the concept of the 
‘hub’ as it is referred to and which is defined by the existing village public 
facilities and that this will continue to be the main priority.  

p. To ensure any development will be of a mixed nature to meet housing demand 
and community need as a priority.  

q. To ensure the profile, density and design is in keeping with existing housing. 

r. To ensure the requirement to address employment/self employment is 
included in the considerations of any development of more than 10 houses.  

As a result of developments approved in the last year, it is important there is 
clarity in the emotive issue of range and scale of any further investment; the 
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following draft policies shown in Annex 1 have therefore been designed to 
ensure delivery of the Neighbourhood Plan within the agreed parameters: 

 
 
 
 
Annex 1 Outline of Draft Policies: 
Introduction: 

The public consultation for the Neighbourhood Plan has delivered a series of 
conclusions and objectives, which are summarised in the ‘Implementation 
Criteria’ above and together have been used to formulate the Draft Planning 
Policies. These Policies make it clear how to shape and progress the 
development of the Pyons Group Parish as a whole in meeting these 
conclusions and objectives. Whilst it is not possible to be specific about all 
aspects of future development these policies are designed to set standards, 
provide qualitative guidance and define the rules of engagement that will apply 
when considering all developments within the parish.   

Policy PG1: Development Strategy: 

The villages of Canon Pyon, Westhope, Kings Pyon and Ledgemoor will be the 
focus for housing development within the Group Parish. The main focus for 
community facilities and services will remain Canon Pyon although some 
limited provision should be retained and improved where they exist within the 
other villages. Limited small scale employment opportunities and other forms 
of essential community and infrastructure development will continue to be 
supported both inside and outside the parish’s four villages where they have no 
adverse effect upon amenity and the environment, especially the landscape. 
The approach to accommodating residential development will be based upon 
the following:  

• The purpose, level and location of the proposed residential development 
within Canon Pyon is to support the creation of a recognisable village core 
and enable appropriate and safe community infrastructure to be provided. 
Two residential sites, one of which has planning permission, and the 
redevelopment of a brown field site for housing and small scale employment 
opportunities are proposed that will provide for market and affordable 
housing and support a range of necessary community facilities during the 
first part of the plan period. A further area of land is identified where the 
community will support well-designed housing developments provided it 
enables and encompasses provision of a site for a new primary school.  
 

• To allow for the required residential development in Westhope, 
opportunities for limited infilling within existing frontages guided by the 
nature and capacity of the road network and with an emphasis upon 
commissioned housing, will be permitted provided proposals take place in 
accordance with relevant policies set out in this Neighbourhood Plan.    
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• Limited residential development within that part of Bush Bank falling within 

the Group Parish will take place within areas that have a substantially built 
up frontage provided, in particular, safe and convenient access can be 
provided.        
 

• The villages of Kings Pyon and Ledgemoor shall provide housing for local 
needs in accordance with Herefordshire Core Strategy policy RA2:   
Herefordshire Villages provided such proposals comply with relevant other 
policies set out in this Neighbourhood Plan. 
 

• Development outside of the four villages will be limited to that covered by 
policies in Herefordshire Core Strategy. 

 

Policy PG2:  Integrated Community Facilities: 

Developers should contribute towards the provision of appropriate new 
community facilities and infrastructure to support the proposed level of 
sustainable growth through Section 106 Agreements or CIL provisions or in 
accordance with further provisions within this policy.  

Development within Canon Pyon should, through its location and form, support 
the establishment of community facilities and local services within a core area 
that will consolidate a village centre. Developers should assist through making 
land available, either within their sites or through extensions, for services and 
facilities; providing access; and setting out appropriate infrastructure. Community 
facilities that will be sought during the plan period include: 

• A Café and Youth Club, providing facilities for the young people and groups; 
 
• Family oriented facilities;  
 
• A new Primary School;  
 
• Infrastructure to enhance the utility of the village’s playing fields; 
 
• Water catchment/Wildlife pond that will also perform the function of a 

sustainable drainage scheme close to the brook.  
 

Policy PG3: New Homes in Canon Pyon:  
The development of Canon Pyon housing stock over the next 10-15 years will 
be subject to constant pressures in both directions due to its location and land 
availability. It is a very attractive proposition to planners and developers as a 
way of increasing the more affordable end of housing numbers in 
Herefordshire. Based on the end 2014 establishment and including known 
approvals, to meet the Neighbourhood Plan’s aim to develop the community 
around the brown field site and the existing public facilities, an increase in 
housing stock of some 30% may be required in the long term and should not 
be opposed as a matter of principle in the Neighbourhood Plan.  The following 
maps show the agreed areas for future development in Canon Pyon cross 
hatched in red on map 2: 
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An increase in housing of at least 18% will be accommodated within Canon Pyon 
over the plan period to 2031 to meet the minimum requirements of the County 
plan on the following allocated sites shown on the Canon Pyon Inset Map:  

• Site 1 – Land amounting to 1.4 hectares on the west of the main road 
adjacent to the playing fields brook 

• Site 2 – Land amounting to 0.89 hectares  with planning permission at the 
land adjacent to Valentines Court  

• Site 3 – Redevelopment of brown field land amounting to 0.61 hectares at 
land adjacent to the Village Hall (old coach park) 

 
This development is expected to take place within the first half of the Plan period 
and should comply with the following criteria: 

• The entrance to the development sites should be designed to reflect the 
rural character of the village; 

 
• Buildings should be designed to avoid repetition of form and detail and an 

urban appearance, but should utilise a mixture of materials, styles and 
aspects, reflecting the existing village character; 

 
• New housing development should provide a mix of house types and tenures, 

with an emphasis upon family accommodation for young people together 
with a number of bungalows for the elderly; 

 
• Open space and play areas should be provided to meet the needs of 

residents;  
 

• With regard to the brown field site, a number of live/work units should be 
provided following an assessment of the level of need; 

 
• Again with regard to the brown field site, the layout should afford access to 

land to the north which is subject to Policy PG4; 
 

• Contributions should be made to the cost of provision, improvement, 
replacement, operation or maintenance of essential community facilities 
within the village core area;  

 
• Development should comply with such other detailed policies in this plan 

that may be relevant, in particular policies PG8 and PG9, in addition to 
those in Herefordshire Core Strategy.  

Development outside of these sites will be permitted on sites within the village 
where they comprise gaps within otherwise substantially built up frontages and 
comply with policies PG6 and PG7 in particular.     
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Policy PG4: Enabling Development in Canon Pyon:  

• Site 4 – amounting to 2.47 hectares to the north, adjacent to the brown 
field site and the village hall.  

As an exception to policies restricting the use and amount of development land, a 
site has been identified on Canon Pyon Inset Map, that may be brought forward 
within the second half of the Plan period for residential development provided 
that consideration is also given to the option to provide a site for a new primary 
school in association with any housing. This will not preclude the option of 
looking at other alternative sites for relocation of the school as well.  

The development shall comply with the following criteria:  

• The entrance to the development site should if, practicable, be through Site 
3 identified in Policy PG3 if this can be achieved within the timescale of the 
brown field development; 

 
• Buildings should be designed to avoid repetition of form and detail and an 

urban appearance, but should utilise a mixture of materials, styles and 
aspects, reflecting the existing village character; 

 
• Open space and play areas should be provided to meet the needs of 

residents;  
 
• With regard to the brown field site, a number of live/work units should be 

provided, where practicable, following an assessment of the level of need; 
 
• Development should comply with such other detailed policies in this plan 

that may be relevant, in particular policies PG8 and PG9, in addition to 
those in Herefordshire Core Strategy.  

• The extent of the housing land and the nature of the residential 
development made available through this policy will be determined in the 
light of convincing evidence in relation to viability of the overall scheme 
including the release of serviced land.  
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Policy PG5: New Homes in Westhope: 

 
Due to the current distribution of land and road access it would be practical to 
look at an increase in housing stock of 18% over 10-15 years. This would be 
achieved in small developments throughout the village and hill, preferably 
initiated by residents. In some cases it would be possible to include affordable 
houses, but all would be for private sale and respond to the market.  
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• The minimum 18% expansion of new homes for Westhope will be 
accommodated through allowing new homes to be built within the village 
subject to the following criteria: 

 

• The location and extent of development should be capable of being 
accommodated within the form and capacity of the highway network and 
village street;  

• Development shall complement the village character with no development 
extending unreasonably into the plot beyond the depth of neighbouring 
buildings; 

 
• Dwellings should be in scale with the general density and massing of 

existing properties in the vicinity and not adversely affect the amenity of 
adjacent properties; 

 
• Development should not result in the loss of important features such as 

trees, hedgerows, or small frontage gaps or green spaces that contribute to 
the unique character of the village; 

 
• Development should not adversely affect heritage assets, including their 

setting; 
 

• New housing should provide a mix of house types and tenures, with an 
emphasis upon family accommodation for young people or dwellings for the 
elderly; and 

 
• Development should comply with such other detailed policies that may be 

relevant and set out in this Neighbourhood Plan and Herefordshire Core 
Strategy.  

Policy PG6: Housing in Ledgemoor: (MAP OF LEDGEMOORE TBA) 
Similarly to Westhope it would be practical to look at in increase in housing stock 
over 10-15 years preferably initiated by residents. Unlike Westhope it has the 
added advantages of a Pub’ and a Village Hall, both of which would benefit from 
additional population; again some affordable housing build would be a real 
possibility. 

The expansion of new homes for Ledgemoor will be accommodated through 
allowing new homes to be built within the village subject to the following criteria: 

 

• The dwellings should be for local needs only as defined within and should 
meet the requirements of Herefordshire Core Strategy Policy RA2;  
 

• Emphasis will upon the provision of ‘commissioned houses’ and affordable 
housing; 
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• The location and extent of development should be capable of being 
accommodated within the form and capacity of the highway network and 
village street; 
 

• Development shall complement the village character with no development 
extending unreasonably into the plot beyond the depth of neighbouring 
buildings; 
 

• Dwellings should be in scale with the general density and massing of 
existing properties in the vicinity and not adversely affect the amenity of 
adjacent properties; 
 

• Development should not result in the loss of important features such as 
trees, hedgerows, or small frontage gaps or green spaces that contribute to 
the unique character of the village; 
 

• Development should not adversely affect heritage assets, including their 
setting; 
 

• New housing should provide a mix of house types and tenures, with an 
emphasis upon family accommodation for young people or dwellings for the 
elderly; and 
 

• Development should comply with such other detailed policies that may be 
relevant and set out in this Neighbourhood Plan and Herefordshire Core 
Strategy.  

 
 

Policy PG7: Housing in Kings Pyon: 
Unlike Westhope and Ledgemoor it would not be practical to consider any planned 
build potential, however, positive consideration should be given to allowing 
individual resident opportunities for building appropriate housing as they 
transpire.  

Housing development within Kings Pyon will be limited to that required for local 
needs only with the emphasis upon ‘commissioned’ housing. Sites should comply 
in particular with policies PG7 and PG8. 

Policy PG8: Traffic Measures within Villages: 
Pyons Group Parish Council will work with Herefordshire Council and developers 
to introduce measures to improve road safety, especially where the impact of 
development will increase adverse effects upon its communities.  Development 
proposals should propose positive measures to address the problems caused by 
vehicles through: 
 

• Slowing vehicle speed on entry to villages; 
 

• Managing vehicle speed through villages; 
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• Improving the safe crossing of pedestrians within Canon Pyon village core; 
 

• Facilitating safer parking within Canon Pyon village core ; 
 

• Reducing the traffic effects of any proposed development upon village and 
residential amenity;  

 

• Providing better access to and use of public transport, cycling and walking 
links and safer routes to school.  

Proposals will be introduced progressively during the Plan period in 
association with Herefordshire Council and include utilising developer 
contributions resulting from development within the Plan area. 

 

Policy PG9:  Design Criteria for housing and sites: 

An integrated approach will be expected to achieve a high standard of design and 
architecture including the maximum possible reduction in the carbon footprint of 
any development. Development proposals should contain a co-ordinated package 
of design measures which, in addition to regulatory requirements, include:  

 

• Protection of residential amenity and privacy for adjacent properties; 
 

• Incorporating locally distinctive features although new innovative design or 
features will not necessarily be resisted where they fit sensitively within the 
particular village frontage and street scene.   
 

• Utilising physical sustainability measures associated with buildings that 
include, in particular,  orientation of buildings, the provision of energy and 
water conservation measures, cycle and recycling storage, broadband 
infrastructure, and renewable energy infrastructure such as photovoltaic 
panels; 

 
• Ensuring landscape proposals form an integral part of the site’s design, with 

in particular trees and hedgerows retained unless their value is deemed low 
following surveys in accordance with established practice; 
 

• Retaining important features such as tree cover, ponds, orchards and 
hedgerows, adding to the natural assets of the parish where opportunities 
are available;  

 
• Seeking on site measures that support energy conservation such as through 

tree planting and other forms of green infrastructure to provide shade and 
shelter, the inclusion of sustainable drainage systems, the maximum use of 
permeable surfaces, and minimising the use of external lighting to that 
which is necessary;  
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• Assisting offsite measures such as supporting infrastructure to promote 
sustainable travel and enabling a sustainable drainage system to serve a 
wider range of properties; and 

 
• Minimising construction traffic and reducing waste. 

 

Body of Evidence: 
The questionnaires sent to all residents, following both the Parish and 
Neighbourhood planning consultations revealed strong support for the controlled 
development of the village communities, these results have been independently 
verified and presented without any alteration in Annexes 2 and 3 to the narrative 
document. All residents were also given the opportunity to make whatever 
comments they considered relevant to the plan and these are also included in the 
Annexes verbatim. These comments, whilst wide ranging, generally reinforce the 
statistics in their support of the objectives referred to in the questionnaires.   

These policies were distributed to all those attending the public viewing on 
November 22nd to secure consensus and agreement that they satisfactorily 
represent the wishes of the residents of the Pyons Group Parish and that if 
followed should deliver the results as outlined in the plan.    

 
Parish Council Recommendation: 

 
Both the Parish and Neighbourhood Plan Steering Groups included residents that were not 
Parish Councillors and their contribution was highly influential in both the management and 
delivery of the work involved and in reaching the conclusions presented in both the Plans.  

 
Together, both Plans offer a positive and creative solution to the current challenges facing 
the Parish and make a helpful and significant contribution to the wider needs of the County. 
It has achieved this by defining a framework for the ongoing development of the Parish and 
in the sustainability of the environment and communities. 

Recognition that the Parish needs to be sustained both socially and economically, 
the Parish Council intends to secure the future of the community for its 
successors by promoting sustainable growth across the Parish within the 
considerations outlined in this plan and will, therefore, recommend it to the Local 
Authority as the Pyons Group contribution to the sustainable development of 
Herefordshire, which will, when approved, recommend it to Pyons Group 
residents through referendum so that the Plan can pass into law. 

The Parish Council confirms that both plans will be major items on its continuing 
agenda; to be discussed and reported at agreed points in the public meeting 
calendar.              

Next Steps: 

The Neighbourhood Plan is a strategy, which documents the conclusions and objectives 
from the consultations and has designed the resulting Policies to be adopted by the Parish 
Council in its implementation. Following its formal acceptance, it will, therefore, be used to 
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draft a programme of work showing how the plan will be put into action by the Parish 
Council in the same way that the Parish Plan has. 

Due to the importance of this work it will be necessary for the Parish Council to 
be re-enforced by interested residents that can make an ongoing voluntary 
contribution to implementation and success.     
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Annex 2 Results from The Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire: 

Introduction: 

The purpose of this questionnaire was to confirm the extent of the support from residents 
of the results of the Parish Plan consultations on housing needs, after they had been 
drafted into a working document by the Steering Group for the Neighbourhood Plan. 

The results were analysed by Data Orchard, the organisation stipulated by Herefordshire 
County Council, to ensure independence and consistency. The Steering Group has reviewed 
the results and agreed that any results showing an overall rating of over 3 demonstrates 
strong support for the action and will therefore be a priority in the Neighbourhood Plan.  

Anything rated less than 3, whilst being raised as an important requirement in the 
Parish Plan Consultation was subject to discussion at the public meeting held in 
November to ‘sign off’ the Neighbourhood Plan for submission for statutory 
approval.  

 

Pyons Group Neighbourhood Plan 

Residents’ Survey report 
Version 1.0 – Initial release 

Prepared by Tony Cramp, Data Orchard CIC 

info@dataorchard.co.uk 
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Introduction 
Following a number of consultation events organised by the Pyons Group Neighbourhood 
Plan steering group, a series of ideas and proposals concerning the group parish were 
assembled. A survey was then conducted to assess residents’ agreement with, and support 
for, these ideas. 

This report collates and presents the results of that survey. 

This report has been independently produced by Data Orchard CIC1, commissioned by the 
Pyons Group Neighbourhood Plan steering group, and is based directly on the residents’ 
responses as provided by the paper and online questionnaires. 

Version history  
Version 1.0 Initial release 

Survey methodology  
Feedback was gathered from residents in February and March 2014 using paper 
questionnaires and an online collection tool called VocalEyes. 

The consultation covered 9 topics and for each topic a number of key strategies or views 
were described. 108 paper questionnaires were returned and up to 24 responses to the 
questions on VocalEyes. 

On the paper-based questionnaires, residents were asked to rate their support using 0 to 
indicate they were against, n if they were neutral and a scale of 1 to 5 if they were in 
agreement. 

The online tool presented the same strategies and views and asked residents to indicate 
their support on a scale between 1 and 5 stars. At the time2 that residents completed the 
online survey, there was no wording displayed with the rating scale, however it seems clear 
that 5 stars indicated greatest support and 1 star least support (or greatest opposition). 

The questionnaire may be found in Appendix 2. 

 

                                       
1 Data Orchard C.I.C. (company number 08674626) is a community interest company limited by 
guarantee.  
2 The Vocaleyes tool appears to have been changed since this survey was conducted and now shows 
the words “Disagree” on the rating scale above one star and “Agree” above five stars. 
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Presentation of results 
This report shows the results of each of the response methods separately and also the 
results of the two different methods combined. 

Percentages are rounded to the nearest integer. 

Average rating scores – an important note 
It is important to note that the average rating score primarily gives a measure of the 
STRENGTH of support for the proposal and does not reflect the strength of any opposition. 

Paper Responses: The average rating is calculated by multiplying the rating (0,1,2,3,4,5) 
by the number of responses selecting that rating, summing the result and dividing by the 
total number of responses to that proposal. This means that a response opposing the idea 
(“0” selected) adds zero to this result rather than subtracting from it. The “N” option 
(neutral) also adds zero to the sum. 

Online Responses: The average rating has been calculated by the same method as 
described above, however note that there is no “0” option, so all responses contribute to 
the average rating. It should be noted that there is some ambiguity whether a rating of “1” 
should be interpreted as little support or strongest opposition for the idea in the view of the 
respondent. 

Combined Responses: The average rating for the responses combined has been 
calculated by the same method as described above applied to both paper and online 
responses. It should be noted that with the difference between the rating methods of the 
two surveys, there is no “perfect” way to calculate the average rating. In particular, this 
method interprets an online response of “1” to mean minimal support, however it may be 
that the respondent opposed the idea and assumed that a response of “1” would be 
interpreted as opposition. 

Whilst it is felt that this method provides a useful relative indicator of the strength of 
support for each idea or proposal it should not be interpreted as a balance of support 
versus opposition and great caution should be excised when drawing conclusions from the 
combined results. The detailed results of the paper survey included in the tables and charts 
below provide an unambiguous reflection of the view of respondents. 

A summary of the average ratings for all questions may be found in appendix 1.Results 

108 residents responded to some or all of the questions on the paper questionnaire. 

24 residents responded to some or all of the questions on the online questionnaire. 
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Topic 1: Key Parish Council Strategy 
Question 1: Future Development, idea 1694 
Any significant future development would be in Canon Pyon; it would be proportional, 
include affordable housing and would be in addition to the designated ‘brown-field’ site 
next to the Village Hall. Do you agree with this as a key strategy?)    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Topic 1 
Q1 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 2 12 5 7 25 20 33 104  

% 2% 12% 5% 7% 24% 19% 32%  3.26 

Online 
Number - - 6 1 0 7 8 22  

% - - 27% 5% 0% 32% 36%  3.45 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 2 12 11 8 25 27 41 126  
Number 2% 10% 9% 6% 20% 21% 33%  3.29 
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Topic 1: Key Parish Council Strategy 
Question 2: Priority Development, idea 1700 
The priority development must be to emphasise the ‘centre’ of Canon Pyon to help 
establish a stronger and safer community within the area defined by the playing field, the 
shop, the pub and the village hall. Do you agree with this as a key strategy?  

Topic 1 
Q2 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 5 4 4 6 16 12 58 105  

% 5% 4% 4% 6% 15% 11% 55%  3.83 

Online 
Number - - 4 0 0 5 13 22  

% - - 18% 0% 0% 23% 59%  4.05 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 5 4 8 6 16 17 71 127  
Number 4% 3% 6% 5% 13% 13% 56%  3.87 
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Topic 1: Key Parish Council Strategy 
Question 3: Other Developments, idea 1701 
Consideration will be given to small developments and individual houses, elsewhere in the 
Parish to help sustain local communities and maintain the rural character of the place. Do 
you agree with this as a key strategy? 

Topic 1 
Q3 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 6 7 4 8 16 19 45 105  

% 6% 7% 4% 8% 15% 18% 43%  3.51 

Online 
Number - - 4 1 5 2 10 22  

% - - 18% 5% 23% 9% 45%  3.59 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 6 7 8 9 21 21 55 127  
Number 5% 6% 6% 7% 17% 17% 43%  3.53 
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Topic 2: Parish Plan, Housing 
Question 1: Investment in Housing, idea 1702 
There was general support for investment in housing that is affordable, both now and in 
the future, with support for land being designated for future investment. Do you support 
this view?   

Topic 2 
Q1 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 8 10 10 9 8 26 32 103  

% 8% 10% 10% 9% 8% 25% 31%  3.07 

Online 
Number - - 4 2 2 6 8 22  

% - - 18% 9% 9% 27% 36%  3.55 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 8 10 14 11 10 32 40 125  
Number 6% 8% 11% 9% 8% 26% 32%  3.15 
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Topic 2: Parish Plan, Housing 
Question 2: New Build and Modernisation, idea 1703 
New build and modernisation of existing housing was supported, which demonstrated that 
residents viewed the future positively and recognised that the Parish will have to grow to 
be sustained and to attract the much needed complementary investment in facilities and 
services etc. Do you support this view?    

Topic 2 
Q2 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 4 13 2 9 16 24 33 101  

% 4% 13% 2% 9% 16% 24% 33%  3.26 

Online 
Number - - 4 0 3 2 13 22  

% - - 18% 0% 14% 9% 59%  3.91 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 4 13 6 9 19 26 46 123  
Number 3% 11% 5% 7% 15% 21% 37%  3.37 
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Topic 2: Parish Plan, Housing 
Question 3: Types of Development, idea 1704 
The strongest support was for Starter Homes, Family Homes and Adapted/Easy Access 
Homes for the elderly and disabled. Do you support this view?   

Topic 2 
Q3 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 2 9 5 8 17 28 37 106  

% 2% 8% 5% 8% 16% 26% 35%  3.48 

Online 
Number - - 2 0 4 6 10 22  

% - - 9% 0% 18% 27% 45%  4.00 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 2 9 7 8 21 34 47 128  
Number 2% 7% 5% 6% 16% 27% 37%  3.57 
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Topic 2: Parish Plan, Housing 
Question 4: Investment Criterion, idea 1705 
The criterion that was placed on any investment was that it should target local people and 
those with local connections. Do you support this view?  

Topic 2 
Q4 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 4 6 3 3 12 24 54 106  

% 4% 6% 3% 3% 11% 23% 51%  3.88 

Online 
Number - - 4 1 6 4 7 22  

% - - 18% 5% 27% 18% 32%  3.41 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 4 6 7 4 18 28 61 128  
Number 3% 5% 5% 3% 14% 22% 48%  3.80 
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Topic 2: Parish Plan, Housing 
Question 5 Types of Development (2), idea 1706 
There was opposition to large executive housing or flats and apartments and less than 
expected support for ‘supported’ housing. Do you support this view?   

Topic 2 
Q5 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 10 9 6 4 12 17 48 106  

% 9% 8% 6% 4% 11% 16% 45%  3.38 

Online 
Number - - 3 4 6 1 7 21  

% - - 14% 19% 29% 5% 33%  3.24 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 10 9 9 8 18 18 55 127  
Number 8% 7% 7% 6% 14% 14% 43%  3.35 
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Topic 2: Parish Plan, Housing 
Question 6: Types of Development (3), idea 1707 
Regarding buying options, the strongest support was for houses to be built for private 
buyers and available on the open market. There was also support for part ownership and 
self-build for individuals or groups. Do you support this view?   

Topic 2 
Q6 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 2 10 6 8 20 24 35 105  

% 2% 10% 6% 8% 19% 23% 33%  3.36 

Online 
Number - - 1 1 5 8 7 22  

% - - 5% 5% 23% 36% 32%  3.86 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 2 10 7 9 25 32 42 127  
Number 2% 8% 6% 7% 20% 25% 33%  3.45 
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Topic 2: Parish Plan, Housing 
Question 7: Types of Development (4), idea 1708 
There was less support for housing association’ build for rent’ and opposition to private rent 
and low cost/subsidised housing. Do you support this view?   

Topic 2 
Q7 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 19 7 8 7 16 7 41 105  

% 18% 7% 8% 7% 15% 7% 39%  2.89 

Online 
Number - - 3 1 4 6 7 21  

% - - 14% 5% 19% 29% 33%  3.62 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 19 7 11 8 20 13 48 126  
Number 15% 6% 9% 6% 16% 10% 38%  3.01 
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Topic 2: Parish Plan, Housing 
Question 8: Development in Canon Pyon, idea 1709 
Canon Pyon must not continue to be developed on an ad-hoc basis as this has resulted in 
the current patchwork layout, the lack of geographic cohesion and associated 
communications problems. (Do you support this view?   

Topic 2 
Q8 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 10 10 0 8 11 8 59 106  

% 9% 9% 0% 8% 10% 8% 56%  3.55 

Online 
Number - - 3 1 2 4 11 21  

% - - 14% 5% 10% 19% 52%  3.90 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 10 10 3 9 13 12 70 127  
Number 8% 8% 2% 7% 10% 9% 55%  3.61 
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Topic 3: Parish Plan, Facilities and Services 
Question 1: Existing Facilities, idea 1710 
There was strong support for the existing facilities, in-particular, the Shop, Pub, Village 
Hall, Churches and Playing Field. Do you support this view?   

Topic 3 
Q1 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 0 2 0 0 2 12 90 106  

% 0% 2% 0% 0% 2% 11% 85%  4.75 

Online 
Number - - 0 0 0 1 20 21  

% - - 0% 0% 0% 5% 95%  4.95 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 0 2 0 0 2 13 110 127  
Number 0% 2% 0% 0% 2% 10% 87%  4.79 
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Topic 3: Parish Plan, Facilities and Services 
Question 2: Public Transport, idea 1711 
There is a clear need for more frequent and regular public transport. Do you support this 
view?  

Topic 3 
Q2 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 2 12 2 1 8 20 60 105  

% 2% 11% 2% 1% 8% 19% 57%  3.89 

Online 
Number - - 1 0 2 3 16 22  

% - - 5% 0% 9% 14% 73%  4.50 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 2 12 3 1 10 23 76 127  
Number 2% 9% 2% 1% 8% 18% 60%  3.99 
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Topic 3: Parish Plan, Facilities and Services 
Question 3: Future Developments, idea 1712 
Better control of traffic speed and pedestrian facilities for crossing the road are essential 
with any future development. Do you support this view?   

Topic 3 
Q3 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 4 7 2 3 14 12 63 105  

% 4% 7% 2% 3% 13% 11% 60%  3.93 

Online 
Number - - 0 0 3 2 17 22  

% - - 0% 0% 14% 9% 77%  4.64 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 4 7 2 3 17 14 80 127  
Number 3% 6% 2% 2% 13% 11% 63%  4.06 
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Topic 3: Parish Plan, Facilities and Services 
Question 4: School Access, idea 1713 
There is a clear need to be able to access the school by foot. Do you support this view?  

Topic 3 
Q4 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 5 16 1 6 6 9 60 103  

% 5% 16% 1% 6% 6% 9% 58%  3.56 

Online 
Number - - 0 1 4 3 14 22  

% - - 0% 5% 18% 14% 64%  4.36 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 5 16 1 7 10 12 74 125  
Number 4% 13% 1% 6% 8% 10% 59%  3.70 
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Topic 3: Parish Plan, Facilities and Services 
Question 5: Youth Facilities, idea 1714 
The support for organised activities was mixed however there was interest in having a 
place for the ‘youth’ to go to and possibly a facility as a meeting point, both of which would 
likely be best suited to Canon Pyon. Do you support this view?   

Topic 3 
Q5 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 3 19 3 6 19 15 40 105  

% 3% 18% 3% 6% 18% 14% 38%  3.16 

Online 
Number - - 0 2 7 4 9 22  

% - - 0% 9% 32% 18% 41%  3.91 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 3 19 3 8 26 19 49 127  
Number 2% 15% 2% 6% 20% 15% 39%  3.29 
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Topic 3: Parish Plan, Facilities and Services 
Question 6: Security and Anti-Social Behaviour, idea 1715 
Security and anti-social behaviour are ongoing issues to all areas and Policing is not seen 
as effective in the Parish and is of clear concern to a large section of the community. Do 
you support this view? 

Topic 3 
Q6 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 5 9 1 5 17 16 53 106  

% 5% 8% 1% 5% 16% 15% 50%  3.69 

Online 
Number - - 3 0 4 4 11 22  

% - - 14% 0% 18% 18% 50%  3.91 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 5 9 4 5 21 20 64 128  
Number 4% 7% 3% 4% 16% 16% 50%  3.73 
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Topic 3: Parish Plan, Facilities and Services 
Question 7: Self Help Groups, idea 1716 
Resident self help groups to organise joint ventures, such as allotments, secure play areas 
for young children etc. were suggested as requirements in any housing development. Do 
you support this view?   

Topic 3 
Q7 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 6 18 0 8 17 20 37 106  

% 6% 17% 0% 8% 16% 19% 35%  3.13 

Online 
Number - - 0 3 5 5 9 22  

% - - 0% 14% 23% 23% 41%  3.91 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 6 18 0 11 22 25 46 128  
Number 5% 14% 0% 9% 17% 20% 36%  3.27 
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Topic 3: Parish Plan, Facilities and Services 
Question 8: Road Maintenance, idea 1717 
Road maintenance is an ongoing sore throughout the Parish and needs to be improved. Do 
you support this view? 

Topic 3 
Q8 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 1 3 1 1 3 9 88 106  

% 1% 3% 1% 1% 3% 8% 83%  4.60 

Online 
Number - - 0 0 0 2 20 22  

% - - 0% 0% 0% 9% 91%  4.91 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 1 3 1 1 3 11 108 128  
Number 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 9% 84%  4.66 
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Topic 3: Parish Plan, Facilities and Services 
Question 9: Phone / Internet Access, idea 1718 
Mobile phone and Internet access needs to be improved for both private and business use 
as both are well below anyone’s expectation. Do you support this view? 

Topic 3 
Q9 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 2 7 2 5 8 10 72 106  

% 2% 7% 2% 5% 8% 9% 68%  4.11 

Online 
Number - - 0 0 1 1 20 22  

% - - 0% 0% 5% 5% 91%  4.86 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 2 7 2 5 9 11 92 128  
Number 2% 5% 2% 4% 7% 9% 72%  4.24 
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Topic 4: Parish Plan, Environment 
Question 1: Community Projects, idea 1719 
There was support for community projects that contributed to the environment. Do you 
support this view?  

Topic 4 
Q1 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 3 16 2 5 11 19 48 104  

% 3% 15% 2% 5% 11% 18% 46%  3.47 

Online 
Number - - 0 0 2 6 13 21  

% - - 0% 0% 10% 29% 62%  4.52 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 3 16 2 5 13 25 61 125  
Number 2% 13% 2% 4% 10% 20% 49%  3.65 
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Topic 4: Parish Plan, Environment 
Question 2: Environment, idea 1720 
There was strong support for maintaining the uniqueness of the environment in terms of 
the nature of the countryside and that the access to footpaths etc. is very highly valued. 
Do you support this view? 

Topic 4 
Q2 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 0 4 1 0 5 17 78 105  

% 0% 4% 1% 0% 5% 16% 74%  4.51 

Online 
Number - - 0 1 1 2 17 21  

% - - 0% 5% 5% 10% 81%  4.67 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 0 4 1 1 6 19 95 126  
Number 0% 3% 1% 1% 5% 15% 75%  4.54 
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Topic 4: Parish Plan, Environment 
Question 3: 'Wild' Areas, idea 1721 
There were suggestions that land should be made available as sites that could grow ‘wild’ 
as important habitat for insects and wildlife in general. Do you support this view? 

Topic 4 
Q3 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 9 14 1 7 14 13 46 104  

% 9% 13% 1% 7% 13% 13% 44%  3.26 

Online 
Number - - 2 2 1 4 12 21  

% - - 10% 10% 5% 19% 57%  4.05 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 9 14 3 9 15 17 58 125  
Number 7% 11% 2% 7% 12% 14% 46%  3.39 
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Topic 4: Parish Plan, Environment 
Question 4: Re-cycling Facility Removal, idea 1722 
The removal of re-cycling facilities was not seen as a positive action so this should be 
reconsidered in any future development of public areas. Do you support this view? 

Topic 4 
Q4 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 12 10 2 3 11 18 50 106  

% 11% 9% 2% 3% 10% 17% 47%  3.42 

Online 
Number - - 1 2 5 2 10 20  

% - - 5% 10% 25% 10% 50%  3.90 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 12 10 3 5 16 20 60 126  
Number 10% 8% 2% 4% 13% 16% 48%  3.50 
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Topic 5: Parish Plan, Economy 
Question 1: Parish Development, idea 1723 
It was recognised that Housing and the Economy are both important considerations in the 
development of the Parish along with facilities and services, so a balance must be 
maintained in this respect. Do you support this view?  

Topic 5 
Q1 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 0 13 4 4 14 21 49 105  

% 0% 12% 4% 4% 13% 20% 47%  3.65 

Online 
Number - - 2 0 2 5 11 20  

% - - 10% 0% 10% 25% 55%  4.15 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 0 13 6 4 16 26 60 125  
Number 0% 10% 5% 3% 13% 21% 48%  3.73 
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Topic 5: Parish Plan, Economy 
Question 2: Jobs, idea 1724 
The view that jobs are needed as well as houses was accepted so business opportunities 
within development projects would be welcomed so long as they do not detract from the 
rural nature of the Parish. Do you support this view?  

Topic 5 
Q2 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 2 7 2 2 18 27 47 105  

% 2% 7% 2% 2% 17% 26% 45%  3.84 

Online 
Number - - 2 1 1 5 11 20  

% - - 10% 5% 5% 25% 55%  4.10 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 2 7 4 3 19 32 58 125  
Number 2% 6% 3% 2% 15% 26% 46%  3.88 
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Topic 6: Parish Plan, Health Services 
Question 1: Local Provision, idea 1725 
As the population of the Parish increases consideration must be given to the possibility of 
more local provision of health services. Do you support this view? 

Topic 6 
Q1 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 3 15 0 7 9 10 61 105  

% 3% 14% 0% 7% 9% 10% 58%  3.68 

Online 
Number - - 0 2 5 2 11 20  

% - - 0% 10% 25% 10% 55%  4.10 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 3 15 0 9 14 12 72 125  
Number 2% 12% 0% 7% 11% 10% 58%  3.74 
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Topic 6: Parish Plan, Health Services 
Question 2: Future Developments, idea 1726 
Future building developments must have health provision in mind. Do you support this 
view? 

Topic 6 
Q2 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 2 14 2 8 12 13 54 105  

% 2% 13% 2% 8% 11% 12% 51%  3.58 

Online 
Number - - 2 2 5 2 9 20  

% - - 10% 10% 25% 10% 45%  3.70 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 2 14 4 10 17 15 63 125  
Number 2% 11% 3% 8% 14% 12% 50%  3.60 
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Topic 7: Overall Conclusion 
Question 1: Development, idea 1727 
The Parish must develop and grow to become sustainable but the development must be 
mixed and rural in nature. Residents appreciate this will involve limited investment in 
housing and associated facilities including work opportunities. Do you agree with these 
conclusions?  

Topic 7 
Q1 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 5 10 1 6 10 20 51 103  

% 5% 10% 1% 6% 10% 19% 50%  3.67 

Online 
Number - - 1 1 4 6 8 20  

% - - 5% 5% 20% 30% 40%  3.95 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 5 10 2 7 14 26 59 123  
Number 4% 8% 2% 6% 11% 21% 48%  3.72 
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Topic 7: Overall Conclusion 
Question 2: Development (2), idea 1728 
Any development must be planned to first recognise the needs and aspirations of those 
currently living in the Parish. Do you agree with these conclusions? 

Topic 7 
Q2 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 3 7 1 6 6 16 66 105  

% 3% 7% 1% 6% 6% 15% 63%  4.05 

Online 
Number - - 1 0 0 4 15 20  

% - - 5% 0% 0% 20% 75%  4.60 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 3 7 2 6 6 20 81 125  
Number 2% 6% 2% 5% 5% 16% 65%  4.14 
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Topic 7: Overall Conclusion 
Question 3: Improvement in Services, idea 1729 
The improvement in services that are needed now and in the future to meet residents 
aspirations are more likely to become a reality if the Parish does continue to develop and 
grow. Do you agree with these conclusions? 

Topic 7 
Q3 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 4 8 2 3 16 25 46 104  

% 4% 8% 2% 3% 15% 24% 44%  3.71 

Online 
Number - - 1 1 6 5 7 20  

% - - 5% 5% 30% 25% 35%  3.80 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 4 8 3 4 22 30 53 124  
Number 3% 6% 2% 3% 18% 24% 43%  3.73 
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Topic 7: Overall Conclusion 
Question 4: Housing Investment, idea 1730 
Housing investment must start in Canon Pyon, establishing a ‘centre’ in the Village by 
building a community hub around the ‘brown field’ site.  Do you agree with these 
conclusions? 

Topic 7 
Q4 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 10 8 0 3 20 14 47 102  

% 10% 8% 0% 3% 20% 14% 46%  3.50 

Online 
Number - - 4 0 1 6 9 20  

% - - 20% 0% 5% 30% 45%  3.80 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 10 8 4 3 21 20 56 122  
Number 8% 7% 3% 2% 17% 16% 46%  3.55 
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Topic 7: Overall Conclusion 
Question 5: Hub Development (Canon Pyon), idea 1731 
The development of the hub would include improvements to the Playing Field, secure play 
facilities for small children and safer pedestrian access across the road and to the school. 
Do you agree with these conclusions?  

Topic 7 
Q5 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 4 7 2 4 6 21 60 104  

% 4% 7% 2% 4% 6% 20% 58%  3.96 

Online 
Number - - 2 3 0 2 13 20  

% - - 10% 15% 0% 10% 65%  4.05 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 4 7 4 7 6 23 73 124  
Number 3% 6% 3% 6% 5% 19% 59%  3.98 
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Topic 7: Overall Conclusion 
Question 6: Development (3), idea 1732 
Opportunities must be identified to allow for small/individual developments across the 
Parish, using available sites that would help sustainability and the rural nature of the 
Parish. This would be on a case by case basis with some local sanction on design. Do you 
agree with these conclusions?  

Topic 7 
Q6 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 3 16 3 1 21 22 38 104  

% 3% 15% 3% 1% 20% 21% 37%  3.33 

Online 
Number - - 1 0 5 4 10 20  

% - - 5% 0% 25% 20% 50%  4.10 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 3 16 4 1 26 26 48 124  
Number 2% 13% 3% 1% 21% 21% 39%  3.45 
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Topic 7: Overall Conclusion 
Question 7: Development and Parish/Neighbourhood Plans, idea 1733 
The Parish and Hereford Councils will help land owners pursue small developments in the 
knowledge that they would ensure any development is in line with the Parish and 
Neighbourhood Plans. Do you agree with these conclusions?  

Topic 7 
Q7 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 5 13 5 7 16 20 36 102  

% 5% 13% 5% 7% 16% 20% 35%  3.21 

Online 
Number - - 4 0 5 2 9 20  

% - - 20% 0% 25% 10% 45%  3.60 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 5 13 9 7 21 22 45 122  
Number 4% 11% 7% 6% 17% 18% 37%  3.27 
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Topic 7: Overall Conclusion 
Question 8: Development and Neighbourhood Plan, idea 1734 
Other locations identified for potential development in Canon Pyon need to be formalised as 
part of the Neighbourhood planning process to maintain control of the shape of any future 
development once the ‘centre’ has been effectively secured. Do you agree with these 
conclusions? 

Topic 7 
Q8 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 9 11 1 6 16 12 45 100  

% 9% 11% 1% 6% 16% 12% 45%  3.34 

Online 
Number - - 4 0 4 3 8 19  

% - - 21% 0% 21% 16% 42%  3.58 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 9 11 5 6 20 15 53 119  
Number 8% 9% 4% 5% 17% 13% 45%  3.38 
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Topic 7: Overall Conclusion 
Question 9: Commercial Development (Canon Pyon), idea 1735 
A later development within the hub should include commercial community facilities such as 
a Café and Youth Club, both of which would need to be financially sustainable within the 
Parish. Do you agree with these conclusions?  

Topic 7 
Q9 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 12 16 3 7 18 12 34 102  

% 12% 16% 3% 7% 18% 12% 33%  2.83 

Online 
Number - - 6 1 5 4 4 20  

% - - 30% 5% 25% 20% 20%  2.95 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 12 16 9 8 23 16 38 122  
Number 10% 13% 7% 7% 19% 13% 31%  2.85 
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Topic 7: Overall Conclusion 
Question 10: Business Units, idea 1736 
The addition of small business/craft units would be complementary to any development 
that included housing. Do you agree with these conclusions?  

Topic 7 
Q10 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 9 13 3 8 23 17 28 101  

% 9% 13% 3% 8% 23% 17% 28%  2.93 

Online 
Number - - 5 2 3 3 7 20  

% - - 25% 10% 15% 15% 35%  3.25 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 9 13 8 10 26 20 35 121  
Number 7% 11% 7% 8% 21% 17% 29%  2.98 
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Topic 7: Overall Conclusion 
Question 11: New Primary School (Canon Pyon), idea 1737 
The idea of building a new Primary School within the ‘hub’ was strongly supported in the 
response from residents. Do you agree with these conclusions? 

Topic 7 
Q11 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 12 25 2 4 13 4 41 101  

% 12% 25% 2% 4% 13% 4% 41%  2.67 

Online 
Number - - 3 2 7 1 7 20  

% - - 15% 10% 35% 5% 35%  3.35 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 12 25 5 6 20 5 48 121  
Number 10% 21% 4% 5% 17% 4% 40%  2.79 
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Topic 7: Overall Conclusion 
Question 12: Mobile Phone / Internet Access, idea 1738 
It would be a pre-condition of such developments going ahead that Mobile Phone reception 
and Internet access were significantly improved before they were approved. Do you agree 
with these conclusions? 

Topic 7 
Q12 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 6 11 0 6 12 5 63 103  

% 6% 11% 0% 6% 12% 5% 61%  3.72 

Online 
Number - - 0 0 2 4 14 20  

% - - 0% 0% 10% 20% 70%  4.60 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 6 11 0 6 14 9 77 123  
Number 5% 9% 0% 5% 11% 7% 63%  3.86 
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Topic 8: Neighbourhood Plan 
Question 1: Solution, idea 1739 
Is this Plan a positive and creative solution to the current challenges facing the Parish? 
Please rate your answer.   

Topic 8 
Q1 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 3 12 3 6 19 20 41 104  

% 3% 12% 3% 6% 18% 19% 39%  3.43 

Online 
Number - - 3 0 3 5 9 20  

% - - 15% 0% 15% 25% 45%  3.85 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 3 12 6 6 22 25 50 124  
Number 2% 10% 5% 5% 18% 20% 40%  3.50 
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Topic 8: Neighbourhood Plan 
Question 2 Contribution, idea 1740 
Does it make a helpful and significant contribution to the wider needs of the County? Please 
rate your answer. 

Topic 8 
Q2 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 3 20 4 7 17 19 32 102  

% 3% 20% 4% 7% 17% 19% 31%  2.99 

Online 
Number - - 3 0 3 6 8 20  

% - - 15% 0% 15% 30% 40%  3.80 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 3 20 7 7 20 25 40 122  
Number 2% 16% 6% 6% 16% 20% 33%  3.12 
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Topic 8: Neighbourhood Plan 
Question 3: Framework, idea 1741 
Does it define successfully a framework for the ongoing development of the Parish and the 
sustainability of the community? 

Topic 8 
Q3 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total Average 

rating 

Paper 
Number 5 12 4 9 16 21 35 102  

% 5% 12% 4% 9% 16% 21% 34%  3.23 

Online 
Number - - 3 0 1 7 9 20  

% - - 15% 0% 5% 35% 45%  3.95 
Com-
bined 

Resp. 5 12 7 9 17 28 44 122  
Number 4% 10% 6% 7% 14% 23% 36%  3.34 
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Topic 9: Land Use Options 
Question 1 Your Location, idea 1814 
To answer this question, please refer to 'Map 1': Can you identify your location on the Map 
and are you inside the boundary (Online: use 5 stars for 'yes' and 1 star for 'no') 

There were very few responses to the questions in this section. The results are therefore 
shown only as numbers and not as percentages. 

Topic 9 
Q1 

Responses 

Yes No Total 
Paper 12 1 13 
Online 9 1 10 
Combined 21 2 23 

 

Topic 9: Land Use Options 
Question 2: Land use designation, idea 1815 
To answer this question, please refer to 'Map 2': 
Do you agree with the land use designation given to the fields identified? (Online: use 5 
stars for 'yes' and 1 star for 'no') 
 
There were very few responses to the questions in this section. The results are therefore 
shown only as numbers and not as percentages. 

 
 

 

Topic 9: Land Use Options 

Question 3: Future Development, idea 1816 
To answer this question, please refer to 'Map 3'. Don't forget you can also additionally (or 
only) leave a comment in the comment box: Do you think that other land should be 
identified for future development? 
 
There were very few responses to the questions in this section. The results are therefore 
shown only as numbers and not as percentages. 

 
Topic 9 Q3 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
Paper Number 4 0 1 0 1 3 2 11 
Online Number - - 5 0 2 2 1 10 
Combined Number 4 0 6 0 3 5 3 21 

 

 

Topic 9 
Q2 

Responses / Rating 
Yes No 1 2 3 4 5 Total 

Paper 8 5 - - - - - 13 
Online - - 1 0 2 1 6 10 
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Topic 9: Land Use Options 
Question 4: Environmental Considerations, idea 1817 
Please refer to 'Map 3' before answering this question: 
Do you consider that there are environmental considerations to be taken into account on 
any additional land identified for future development? 
 
There were very few responses to the questions in this section. The results are therefore 
shown only as numbers and not as percentages. 

 
Topic 9 Q4 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
Paper Number 0 0 0 0 1 0 9 10 
Online Number - - 0 0 2 2 6 10 
Combined Number 0 0 0 0 3 2 15 20 
 

 

Topic 9: Land Use Options 
Question 5: Considerations, idea 1818 
Please refer to the paragraph 'Considerations' before answering this questions which you 
can find underneath 'Map 3' on the Draft Neighbourhood Plan on the Pyons Group website: 
Do you agree with the 'Considerations' placed on the development of land in the Parish? 
 
There were very few responses to the questions in this section. The results are therefore 
shown only as numbers and not as percentages. 

Topic 9 Q5 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
Paper Number 0 0 0 1 4 0 5 10 
Online Number - - 1 0 2 3 4 10 
Combined Number 0 0 1 1 6 3 9 20 
 
 

Topic 9: Land Use Options 
Question 6: Other Considerations, idea 1819 
(Please refer to 'considerations' as per previous question): 
Should other 'Considerations' be placed on further developments? 
 
There were very few responses to the questions in this section. The results are therefore 
shown only as numbers and not as percentages. 

Topic 9 Q6 Rating 0 n 1 2 3 4 5 Total 

Paper Number 2 2 0 0 2 1 Missing 
data 

Missing 
data 

Online Number - - 1 0 2 3 4 10 

Combined Number 2 2 1 0 4 4 Missing 
data 

Missing 
data 
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Appendix 1 – Summary of Average Ratings 
 

Average rating scores – an important note 

It is important to note that the average rating score primarily gives a measure of the 
STRENGTH of support for the proposal and does not reflect the strength of any opposition. 

Paper Responses: The average rating is calculated by multiplying the rating (0,1,2,3,4,5) 
by the number of responses selecting that rating, summing the result and dividing by the 
total number of responses to that proposal. This means that a response opposing the idea 
(“0” selected) adds zero to this result rather than subtracting from it. The “N” option 
(neutral) also adds zero to the sum. 

Online Responses: The average rating has been calculated by the same method as 
described above, however note that there is no “0” option, so all responses contribute to 
the average rating. It should be noted that there is some ambiguity whether a rating of “1” 
should be interpreted as little support or strongest opposition for the idea in the view of the 
respondent. 

Combined Responses: The average rating for the responses combined has been 
calculated by the same method as described above applied to both paper and online 
responses. It should be noted that with the difference between the rating methods of the 
two surveys, there is no “perfect” way to calculate the average rating. In particular, this 
method interprets an online response of “1” to mean minimal support, however it may be 
that the respondent opposed the idea and assumed that a response of “1” would be 
interpreted as opposition. 

 

Whilst it is felt that this method provides a useful relative indicator of the strength of 
support for each idea or proposal it should not be interpreted as a balance of support 
versus opposition and great caution should be excised when drawing conclusions from the 
combined results. The detailed results of the paper survey included in the tables and charts 
above provide an unambiguous reflection of the view of respondents. 
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Topics 1 and 2 

It is important to note that the average rating 
score primarily gives a measure of the 
STRENGTH of support for the proposal and 
does not reflect the strength of any 
opposition. 

 

 

 

Topic / 
Question Paper Online Combined 

T1Q1 3.26 3.45 3.29 
T1Q2 3.83 4.05 3.87 
T1Q3 3.51 3.59 3.53 
T2Q1 3.07 3.55 3.15 
T2Q2 3.26 3.91 3.37 
T2Q3 3.48 4.00 3.57 
T2Q4 3.88 3.41 3.80 
T2Q5 3.38 3.24 3.35 
T2Q6 3.36 3.86 3.45 
T2Q7 2.89 3.62 3.01 
T2Q8 3.55 3.90 3.61 
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Topic 3 

It is important to note that the average rating 
score primarily gives a measure of the 
STRENGTH of support for the proposal and 
does not reflect the strength of any 
opposition. 

 

Topic / 
Question Paper Online Combined 

T3Q1 4.75 4.95 4.79 
T3Q2 3.89 4.50 3.99 
T3Q3 3.93 4.64 4.06 
T3Q4 3.56 4.36 3.70 
T3Q5 3.16 3.91 3.29 
T3Q6 3.69 3.91 3.73 
T3Q7 3.13 3.91 3.27 
T3Q8 4.60 4.91 4.66 
T3Q9 4.11 4.86 4.24 
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Topics 4, 5 and 6 

It is important to note that the average rating 
score primarily gives a measure of the 
STRENGTH of support for the proposal and 
does not reflect the strength of any 
opposition. 

 

 

 

Topic / 
Question Paper Online Combined 

T4Q1 3.47 4.52 3.65 
T4Q2 4.51 4.67 4.54 
T4Q3 3.26 4.05 3.39 
T4Q4 3.42 3.90 3.50 
T5Q1 3.65 4.15 3.73 
T5Q2 3.84 4.10 3.88 
T6Q1 3.68 4.10 3.74 
T6Q2 3.58 3.70 3.60 
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Topic 7 

It is important to note that the average rating 
score primarily gives a measure of the 
STRENGTH of support for the proposal and 
does not reflect the strength of any 
opposition. 

 

 

 

Topic / 
Question Paper Online Combined 

T7Q1 3.67 3.95 3.72 
T7Q2 4.05 4.60 4.14 
T7Q3 3.71 3.80 3.73 
T7Q4 3.50 3.80 3.55 
T7Q5 3.96 4.05 3.98 
T7Q6 3.33 4.10 3.45 
T7Q7 3.21 3.60 3.27 
T7Q8 3.34 3.58 3.38 
T7Q9 2.83 2.95 2.85 
T7Q10 2.93 3.25 2.98 
T7Q11 2.67 3.35 2.79 
T7Q12 3.72 4.60 3.86 
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Topic 8 

It is important to note that the average rating 
score primarily gives a measure of the 
STRENGTH of support for the proposal and 
does not reflect the strength of any 
opposition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Topic 9 

There were too few responses to the questions in Topic 9 to include average ratings. 

Topic / 
Question Paper Online Combined 

T8Q1 3.43 3.85 3.50 
T8Q2 2.99 3.80 3.12 
T8Q3 3.23 3.95 3.34 
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Appendix 1 to Annex 2 – The questionnaire 
 

This Form is an extract from the Pyons Group Website which has the link to the 
Neighbourhood Plan collection point for all residents’ answers or comments. Wherever 
possible please use the website.   

If you prefer to use this form please circle a number. 0=against, or rate 1-5. If you are 
neutral circle neutral. 

 

Topic 1- Key Parish Council Strategy 

            

1. Any significant future development would be in Canon Pyon; it would be 
proportional, include affordable housing and would be in addition to the designated 
‘brown-field’ site next to the Village Hall. (Do you agree with this as a key 
strategy?    0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5 )                                                   

 

2. The priority development must be to emphasise the ‘centre’ of Canon Pyon to help 
establish a stronger and safer community within the area defined by the playing 
field, the shop, the pub and the village hall. (Do you agree with this as a key 
strategy?  0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                     

 

3. Consideration will be given to small developments and individual houses, elsewhere 
in the Parish to help sustain local communities and maintain the rural character of 
the place. (Do you agree with this as a key strategy? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                      

 

Topic 2 Parish Plan, Housing: 

 

1. There was general support for investment in housing that is affordable, both now 
and in the future, with support for land being designated for future investment. (Do 
you support this view? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                   

2. New build and modernisation of existing housing was supported, which 
demonstrated that residents viewed the future positively and recognised that the 
Parish will have to grow to be sustained and to attract the much needed 
complementary investment in facilities and services etc. (Do you support this view? 
 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                     

 

3. The strongest support was for Starter Homes, Family Homes and Adapted/Easy 
Access Homes for the elderly and disabled. (Do you support this view? 0 neutral 1 2 
3 4 5)                                                     

 

4. The criterion that was placed on any investment was that it should target local 
people and those with local connections. (Do you support this view? 0 neutral 1 2 3 
4 5)                                                     
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5. There was opposition to large executive housing or flats and apartments and less 
than expected support for ‘supported’ housing. (Do you support this view? 0 neutral 
1 2 3 4 5)                                                     

 

6. Regarding buying options, the strongest support was for houses to be built for 
private buyers and available on the open market. There was also support for part 
ownership and self build for individuals or groups. (Do you support this view? 0 
neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                     

 

7. There was less support for housing association’ build for rent’ and opposition to 
private rent and low cost/subsidised housing. (Do you support this view? 0 neutral 1 
2 3 4 5)                                                     

 

8. Canon Pyon must not continue to be developed on an ad-hoc basis as this has 
resulted in the current patchwork layout, the lack of geographic cohesion and 
associated communications problems. (Do you support this view? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                 

 

Topic 3 Parish Plan, Facilities and Services 

 

1. There was strong support for the existing facilities, in-particular, the Shop, Pub, 
Village Hall, Churches and Playing Field. (Do you support this view? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)   
                                                   

2. There is a clear need for more frequent and regular public transport, (Do you 
support this view? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                     

 

3. Better control of traffic speed and pedestrian facilities for crossing the road are 
essential with any future development. (Do you support this view? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                     

 

4. There is a clear need to be able to access the school by foot. (Do you support this 
view? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                     

 

5. The support for organised activities was mixed however there was interest in having 
a place for the ‘youth’ to go to and possibly a facility as a meeting point, both of 
which would likely be best suited to Canon Pyon. (Do you support this view? 0 
neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                     

 

6. Security and anti-social behaviour are ongoing issues to all areas and Policing is not 
seen as effective in the Parish and is of clear concern to a large section of the 
community. (Do you support this view? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                     

 

7. Resident self help groups to organise joint ventures, such as allotments, secure play 
areas for young children etc were suggested as requirements in any housing 
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development. (Do you support this view? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                     

 

8. Road maintenance is an ongoing sore throughout the Parish and needs to be 
improved. (Do you support this view? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                     

 

9. Mobile phone and Internet access needs to be improved for both private and 
business use as both are well below anyone’s expectation. (Do you support this 
view?  0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                     

 

Topic 4 Parish Plan, Environment 

1. There was support for community projects that contributed to the environment. (Do 
you support this view?  0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                     

 

2. There was strong support for maintaining the uniqueness of the environment in 
terms of the nature of the countryside and that the access to footpaths etc is very 
highly valued. (Do you support this view? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                     

 

3. There were suggestions that land should be made available as sites that could grow 
‘wild’ as important habitat for insects and wildlife in general. (Do you support this 
view?  0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                     

 

4. The removal of re-cycling facilities was not seen as a positive action so this should 
be reconsidered in any future development of public areas. (Do you support this 
view? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                     

 

Topic 5 Parish Plan, Economy 

 

1. It was recognised that Housing and the Economy are both important considerations 
in the development of the Parish along with facilities and services, so a balance must 
be maintained in this respect. (Do you support this view?  0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                     

 

2. The view that jobs are needed as well as houses was accepted so business 
opportunities within development projects would be welcomed so long as they do not 
detract from the rural nature of the Parish. (Do you support this view?  0 neutral 1 2 
3 4 5)                                                     

 

Topic 6 Parish Plan, Health Services 

 

1. As the population of the Parish increases consideration must be given to the 
possibility of more local provision of health services. (Do you support this view?  0 
neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                     
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2. Future building developments must have health provision in mind. (Do you support 
this view? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                         

 

 

Topic 7 Overall Conclusions: 

 

1. The Parish must develop and grow to become sustainable but the development must 
be mixed and rural in nature. Residents appreciate this will involve limited 
investment in housing and associated facilities including work opportunities. (Do you 
agree with these conclusions?  0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                            
                         

 

2. Any development must be planned to first recognise the needs and aspirations of 
those currently living in the Parish. (Do you agree with these conclusions? 0 neutral 
1 2 3 4 5)                                                      

 

3. The improvement in services that are needed now and in the future to meet 
residents aspirations are more likely to become a reality if the Parish does continue 
to develop and grow. (Do you agree with these conclusions? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                     

 

4. Housing investment must start in Canon Pyon, establishing a ‘centre’ in the Village 
by building a community hub around the ‘brown field’ site.  (Do you agree with these 
conclusions? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5)                                                      

 

5. The development of the hub would include improvements to the Playing Field, secure 
play facilities for small children and safer pedestrian access across the road and to 
the school. (Do you agree with these conclusions?  0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                     

 

6. Opportunities must be identified to allow for small/individual developments across 
the Parish, using available sites that would help sustainability and the rural nature of 
the Parish. This would be on a case by case basis with some local sanction on 
design. (Do you agree with these conclusions?  0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                     

 

7. The Parish and Hereford Councils will help land owners pursue small developments in 
the knowledge that they would ensure any development is in line with the Parish and 
Neighbourhood Plans. (Do you agree with these conclusions?  0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                     

 

8. Other locations identified for potential development in Canon Pyon need to be 
formalised as part of the Neighbourhood planning process to maintain control of the 
shape of any future development once the ‘centre’ has been effectively secured. (Do 
you agree with these conclusions?  0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                     

9. A later development within the hub should include commercial community facilities 
such as a Café and Youth Club, both of which would need to be financially 
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sustainable within the Parish. (Do you agree with these conclusions?  0 neutral 1 2 3 
4 5)                                                     

 

10.The addition of small business/craft units would be complementary to any 
development that included housing. (Do you agree with these conclusions?  0 neutral 
1 2 3 4 5)                                                     

 

11.The idea of building a new Primary School within the ‘hub’ was strongly supported in 
the response from residents. (Do you agree with these conclusions? 0 neutral 1 2 3 
4 5)                                                       

 

12.It would be a pre-condition of such developments going ahead that Mobile Phone 
reception and Internet access were significantly improved before they were 
approved. (Do you agree with these conclusions? 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5)                                                       

 

Topic 8 Neighbourhood Plan  

 

1. Is this Plan a positive and creative solution to the current challenges facing the 
Parish? (Please rate your answer 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5) 

 

2. Does it make a helpful and significant contribution to the wider needs of the County? 
(Please rate your answer 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 5) 

 

3. Does it define successfully a framework for the ongoing development of the Parish 
and the sustainability of the community? (Please rate your answer 0 neutral 1 2 3 4 
5 ) 

 

If you require additional copies of this form please call 01432 830597 

 

Form to be completed and placed in a ‘suggestion box’ near you.  

If you cannot get to a box please call your Parish Councillor or call 01432830597 

The boxes are at the following locations: Post Office, Canon Pyon Village Hall, 
Canon Pyon Church, Westhope Church, Kings Pyon Church and Ledgemoor Club 
Room. 

 

If you wish to write any comments, please do it on the back of this page. 
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Appendix 2 to Annex 2 Written Responses to the Draft 
Neighbourhood Plan: 

Comments from Responses on VocalEyes website: 

Topic 1 – Key Parish Council Strategy 

1.1 Future Development 

Comment for: yeah I guess so. 

Comment for: I think the most important thing is any development should be proportional 
to the size of the village; any large development will detract from the rural feel of the 
village and overwhelm existing facilities and services. 

Comment for: Infrastructure development to be proportionate  

Comment for: Proportionate improvement in infrastructure necessary  

Comment for: I agree.  

Comment neutral: This statement contains too many options. 

I agree that significant development should be in Canon Pyon. 

'Proportional' can be wildly interpreted; this needs to be more closely defined. 

Developments should include affordable housing. 

The brown field site and adjoining land behind the village hall can satisfy housing needs in 
Canon Pyon for the foreseeable future. There is no need for significant developments out 
with this area 

Comment against: No Greenfield site development in the village, if we are forced to have 
development it should only be on the Brownfield site. Only Canon Pyon residents should 
decide future development within Canon Pyon 
Comment against: There should be no development on any Greenfield site in Canon 
Pyon. If we have to have development it should only be on the Brownfield site. Only 
residents of Canon Pyon should decide on future developments within the village. 
Comment against: There should be no development on any Greenfield site in Canon 
Pyon. If we have to have development it should ONLY be on the Brownfield site. Any 
development in Canon Pyon should only be decided by Canon Pyon residents. 
1.2 Priority Development 

Comment for: This idea has merit and if managed sensibly could define the village 
character for years to come. 

There are 3 sites ripe for development, the land opposite the Nag's Head, the garage site 
and the scrub land behind the village hall. The 3 owners of these sites have all shown 
interest in developing the areas. 

The Southern half of the Nag's site could have a small development set well back from the 
highway with mixed sympathetic dwellings including much required bungalows. The 
Northern half which is in a flood plain could be landscaped (village pond?) with a footbridge 
over to the playing field. The garage site should be developed with a crossing over to the 
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playing field and include a roadway with access to the land behind the village hall. This land 
is perfect for village expansion as residents would live in a quiet rural environment well 
away from the busy A4110. There is room for a new school and residents who wish to have 
a small business premises would find the owners of the adjacent agricultural premises 
more than willing to accommodate them. 

Comment for: I strongly agree. 

Comment for: I strongly agree. 

Comment neutral: It is not clear to this layman whether a "Priority development" concept 
is feasible. Do the authors of the Parish plan know whether the owners of the brown field 
site want to develop it? Conversely if other green field landowners want to develop their 
assets will the relaxation of planning controls allow them to do so? 

Comment against: No mention has been made so far of flood risk.  Over the past decade 
or so there have been at least three occasions when the "centre" of the village, between 
the Canon Pyon Brook and Nupton Road has been cut off by flooding.  We are told that with 
climate change, flooding will become more common and more severe.  Green field sites 
between these flood flow paths should NOT be developed with housing while alternative 
sites are available in and around the village. 

1.3 Other Developments 

Comment for: A reasonable statement but does it warrant being a key strategy? 

Comment for: It is self evident that to create a sustainable housing stock we need to 
encourage small scale development. 

Comment for: It is self evident that to create a sustainable housing stock we need to 
encourage small scale development. 
Comment for: Development in Westhope should be very limited at present, given that it is 
quintessentially rural, has no main drainage, no main gas supply, access is by single track 
roads in poor condition and inadequate mobile and broadband reception.  

Comment for: The key parish council strategies should not all be about 
housing/development. Only one should be housing. 

Comment for: I agree with this idea as long as the residents have a say. 

Comment for: I strongly agree. 

Comment against: This vague statement needs to be strongly qualified in the final report. 
I suggest “Kings Pyon and Ledgemoor are isolated settlements without public transport and 
with limited facilities. In addition Ledgemoor has no mains drainage and an ongoing 
problem with existing drainage systems. Development in these areas should be regarded 
as exceptional." 
Topic 2 – Parish Plan, Housing 

2.1 Investment in Housing 

No Comments 

2.2 New Build and Modernisation 

No Comments 
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2.3 Types of Development 

Comment for: Starter homes and family homes will ensure a future for the school, so I 
support them rather than housing for disabled and elderly. 
2.4 Investment Criterion 

No Comments 

2.5 Types of Development (2) 

Comment neutral: There is no need for more large houses in the area but consideration 
should be given to supported housing. 

2.6 Types of Development (3) 

No Comments 

2.7 Types of Development 4) 

Comment against: There were some ignorant comments made about 'people on benefits', 
the biggest group of who are pensioners, and would include many who live in the Pyons. 
With house prices as they are the only way that young people can start to live 
independently is in private rented or HA properties. 

2.8 Development in Canon Pyon 

No Comments 

Topic 3 – Parish Plan, Facilities and Services 

3.1 Existing Facilities 

Comment for: The community needs to work together strongly to support these facilities. 
May I suggest that without some development in Canon Pyon and wider area they are all 
vulnerable? I also think that if tourism could be encouraged in our area that would also 
help 

3.2 Public Transport 

Comment for: If there were a usable service in Westhope we'd use it! 

Comment against: I would question whether much improvement in local bus services is 
either feasible or necessary; regular services are available from Weobley and Bush 
bank/Canon Pyon. Restoration of the old service via Ledgemoor and Kings Pyon is clearly a 
non starter. 
3.3 Future Developments 

Comment for:  in order to ensure controls are placed on further development this land 
must be identified as the limits of any further development 

3.4 School Access 

Comment for: It is hugely important to the parish (except perhaps to Ledgemoor) that the 
school remain in being. If the present site is to be retained a footpath is a necessity. 
Developers should be required to fund that out of their profits; by means of a Section 106 
charge. 
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Comment for: Locals have campaigned for years for a footpath up to the school but there 
will never be funds available to do this. 

We must face the fact that the school will always be in the wrong place. If Canon Pyon is 
earmarked for significant expansion we should build a new larger school in the land behind 
the village hall which would be supported by families from the new housing. 

3.5 Youth Facilities 

Comment for: We already have a fine facility in the village hall to suit a wide variety of 
activities. The village hall committee would be delighted to welcome new ideas and 
volunteers to run fresh initiatives, especially with young people. 

Comment neutral: Facilities for youth can't just be conjured up out of fresh air. Where 
they exist they are to be supported and encouraged. In 2014 that is likely to be in the 
larger communities (Weobley, Leominster and Hereford) rather than within the Pyons area. 

3.6 Security and Anti-Social Behaviour 
Comment for: Flights of homing dodo are a more frequent sight than a policeman 

3.7 Self Help Groups 

Comment neutral: These already exist 

3.8 Road Maintenance 

No Comments 

3.9 Phone / Internet Access 

No Comments 
Topic 4 – Parish Plan, Environment 

4.1 Community Projects 

No Comments 

4.2 Environment 

Comment for: The footpath network is well used but is a shadow of that available to 
earlier generations of Pyons residents. Some limited expansion of the current network (by 
permissive or legal means) could bring not only health and amenity benefits to locals but 
also potential tourism. A suggestion arising from the recent celebrations of the local roots 
of Hereford cattle was for the creation of a Benjamin Tompkins/Hereford cattle walk from 
Weobley to Wellington via Ledgemoor and Canon Pyon. 

4.3 'Wild' Areas 

Comment for: A classic example of a site that should be protected is Canon Pyon Hay 
meadow (next to the old plough) The site is small for modern agricultural purposes but 
perfect for natural habitat and pollinating insects. Unfortunately our planning department 
believe that destroying a natural habitat and building a long line of suburban tombstone 
like houses next to a major road is where people want to live rather than the safety and 
quiet of alternative and available locations. 
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Comment against: What is meant by "land should be made available" to grow wild? 
Farmers and landowners already have some responsibilities under certain EEC grant 
schemes. If they choose to farm in a way that further protects the bio diversity of the area 
they should be applauded. I don't think the parish council should be getting involved. 

4.4 Re-cycling Facility Removal 

Comment neutral: The county now council undertake recycling; reasonably efficiently. I 
fail to see what action is necessary at parish level apart from reporting to county any 
individual cases of difficulty or failure.  
Topic 5 – Parish Plan, Economy 

5.1 Parish Development 

No Comments 

5.2 Jobs 

No Comments 
Topic 6 – Parish Plan, Health Services 

6.1 Local Provision 

Comment for: Rather stating the obvious 

6.2 Future Developments 

Comment neutral: A bit vague; what is proposed here?  If the proposed development is 
substantial perhaps the developer should be asked to contribute to a local Health centre via 
a S106 grant 
Topic 7 – Summary of Overall Conclusions 

7.1 Development 

No Comments 

7.2 Development (2) 

No Comments 

7.3 Improvement in Services 

No Comments 

7.4 Housing Investment 

Comment for: while that site is the most obvious to develop it is important not to allow 
too many developments in Canon Pyon or we will lose the small rural village 

7.5 Hub Development (Canon Pyon) 

Comment for: Very important to have pedestrian access to the school 

7.6 Development (3) 

No Comments 

7.7 Development and Parish/Neighbourhood Plans 
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No Comments 

7.8 Development and Neighbourhood Plan 

No Comments 

7.9 Commercial Development (Canon Pyon) 

No Comments 

7.10 Business Units 

No Comments 

7.11 New Primary School (Canon Pyon) 

No Comments 

7.12 Mobile Phone / Internet Access 

Comment neutral: Can such a condition be set? 
Topic 8 – Neighbourhood Plan 

8.1 Solution 

Comment for: I think that in the face of possible uncontrolled development and political 
will the Canon Pyon hub proposals are a creative solution. However I harbour grave doubts 
as to whether a  complete village can be created from the current straggle of houses - or 
that  your sterling  efforts  will prevent a  property development industry re energised by 
the politicians, building where the hell they want. 

8.2 Contribution 

No Comments 

8.3 Framework 

No Comments 

Topic 9 – Land Use Options 

9.1 Your Location 

No Comments 

9.2 Land use designation 

Comment for: I agreed with development of the brown field site and limited development 
on the other sites if it is found to be necessary. I do not agree with the development of the 
site already granted planning permission 

9.3 Future Development 

Comment for: in order to ensure controls are placed on further development this land 
must be identified as the limits of any further development 

9.4 Environmental Considerations 

No Comments 
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9.5 Considerations 

No Comments 

9.6 Other Considerations 

No Comments 

Note: All comments have been transcribed precisely as written on the web site including 
spelling errors etc. 

Comments from Responses on Handwritten Questionnaire: 
1. I would have completed this form on line, but was unable to find the link! HR4 8PX 
 
2. Why not build a school on the site adjacent to the playing fields? HR4 8PX. 

 

3. Sanction on (building) design very important, ‘Castle mead’ in Weobley is a dire 
warning! HR4 8QQ 

 

4. It is very important that any future development is carried out in a ‘Village-y’ fashion 
and an effort made to create more of a community ‘feel’. Always more difficult to 
achieve when a main road cuts through and also when the School and Church are 
separated off, as is the case here, (Canon Pyon). At the moment the situation 
consists of a collection of assorted houses lining an ‘A’ road; very challenging. HR4 
8PS 

 

5. Please ensure that all future development is carried out sympathetically in the 
‘Herefordshire style’ and not in some sterile and featureless manner. HR4 8PS 

 

6. I believe the field opposite the Nag’s Head and the field between Meadow Drive and 
the shop should remain as pasture land and not be built on. Canon Pyon must not 
become a small town but remain a village. The reason people come to live in the 
’Pyons’ area is because they like it as it is. The ’brown field’ site where Yeoman’s 
Motors was once based in Canon Pyon, is the obvious place to build as it would 
actually improve the area. I do not think there should be any building in Kings Pyon. 
It is extremely rural and should remain so. Regarding health services – I hope the 
Parish does not increase so much that it needs extra health provision, HR4 8PX 

 

7. As first priority the eyesore, which the old bus station in the centre of the village has 
turned into must be dealt with. It is a scrap heap for poultry processing machinery 
and parts and makes Canon Pyon appear awful. Something must be done -------. 
HR4 8PS 

 

8. I wholeheartedly support development of individual houses in “close” development 
for a mix of private buyers. Allotments would be a positive community activity on 
back land facing fields and meadows. A community centre and café and small craft 
units could be beneficial over time and should be carefully considered, as well as 
provision for additional health care and primary education as required. Safe footpath 
access along the side of the road of school and developments and better speed 
controls would enhance safety and is a prime concern.   HR4 8PS. 
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9. Some of the questions are not clear and rather ambiguous. The website was very 
poor and not user friendly so I had to revert to the paper copy. Not happy if any flats 
are proposed.  HR4 8BU 

 

10.I would like to see the Church more involved in village activities. Something for 
children – Brownies/Cubs/Scouts/Guides, before youth clubs. HR4 8BS 

 

11.It would be nice to have affordable housing for 1st time buyers with the advantage of 
youth clubs for children. It would be good to keep the villages ‘country’ instead of 
over building and over populating resulting in them becoming small towns and in 
doing so losing their appeal to their current population. The ‘country’ is a beautiful 
place of calm and less polluted air. It is therapeutic and these properties should 
remain central. HR4 8PS. 

 

12.Affordable housing for 1st time buyers. Keep the country as country life. HR4 8PS 
 

13.Whilst it is acceptable that development is going to happen I would have concern 
that the current infrastructure would lag behind any building programme. The village 
is in need of improvements in: Condition of the roads, drainage, water supply, 
electricity infrastructure, mobile phone reception, internet broadband access and 
lack of mains gas as an alternative to expensive oil for heating. These would need 
attention before, or at least concurrent with any new build. To put this into some 
perspective, I am moving back to Canon Pyon after an absence of 10 years.  I am 
moving from a hamlet of 15 people which has excellent broadband and mobile cover. 
The roads are in good condition and my nearest village 2 miles away has a dentist 
and doctor, as well as a P.O., Bank and a good range of shops serving the outlying 
villages and hamlets. The council tax is lower. Returning to Canon Pyon is like 
stepping back in time. Unfortunately it is 2014 not 2004 and if Canon Pyon is to 
survive as a viable place to live and work, it needs to be brought up to date. HR4 
8NY 

 

14.If you are looking for a small plot (3/4 Acre) not used for ‘proper’ agriculture and not 
next door to anyone the field, (corner plot of road at junction of road to Kings Pyon 
and Weobley Marsh), this field might suit. HR4 8RP 

 

15.The overall focus of the Neighbourhood Plan is very good, although there is some 
ambiguity about the ‘brown field’ site – surely the best are for small-unit business 
facilities, rather than housing. The real lack in transport is a TRANS- PARISH 
“minibus”, connecting East-West, e.g. From Westhope, via Canon Pyon, Kings Pyon 
and Ledgemoor to Weobley, where our High School, Surgery, Dentist and some good 
class food shops exist as well as large-ish sports/dance hall facility. We may be 
“potentially separate from Weobley (by artificial admin’ boundaries), but I would 
have thought it pretty obvious not to duplicate excellent facilities which are only 3 
miles away: providing the all important transport link is nurtured.  HR4 8TB 

 

16.The format for response I found confusing Rating 1-5 does not give the opportunity 
to positively disagree with a statement. I have used 1 to mean I tend to disagree 
and to mean I am totally in agreement. HR4 8NT 
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17.It does not say what will happen in Kings Pyon, Ledgemoor or Westhope; only Canon 
Pyon. HR4 8RG 

 
18.No mention of the proposed development between The Plough and Meadow Drive, 

presumably all the proposals for housing are in addition to this? HR4 8BU 
 

19.When outlining a proposed ‘centre’ of the village surely again Village Shop is almost 
the centre when you take account of the proposed site, Meadow Drive and the small 
development beyond Meadow Drive? All these should be joined by roadways through 
the sites and hopefully contain a variety of housing, (style and size) including 
bungalows, of various designs and with provision for cars and small children’s play 
area. Do press for as much ‘planning gain’ as possible. HR4 8BU 

 

20.The inclusion of small commercial enterprises in the Plan should be carefully 
considered because much of this type of development throughout the County has 
ended in lack of interested enterprises resulting in applications for the buildings 
turned into housing. HR4 8BU 

 

21.There is a need for the older children to meet and the obvious place for this is within 
the playing field. HR4 8BU 

 
 
22.The provision of a new school may be problematic: (a) where would we put it and 

(b) as about 40% of the children at present in the school come from outside the 
catchment area the Council may be reluctant to build. What would happen to the 
previous site; no doubt another housing development! HR4 8BU 

 

23.Chris Nugent Letter (see below): 
 

24.PO/Shop Comments (see below): 
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Consultation with interested Agencies and Utilities: 
The following organisations were given a copy of the Draft Neighbourhood Plan and invited 
to comment if they needed more information or if they had points to make that might help 
us: 

Environment Agency 

Welsh Water 

Western Power 

DEFRA 

English Heritage 

Natural England 

Highways Agency  

Responses were generally holding/receipt replies from all; support in principle and 
guidance extracted from their policy documents, which will be used when further 
developments are being considered. 

Welsh Water asked to be given guidance as the planning progressed about the numbers of 
houses to be considered beyond any current known projects already identified in the plan.  

All responses were copied to Herefordshire Council for information.   
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Annexe 3 Evidence from Housing Consultations for the Parish 
Plan: 
It was important to establish the strength of support or otherwise for investment now and 
in the future and what shape this should take. The issues of current requirements and the 
residents views of the long term regarding the sustainability of the community and ongoing 
land use needed to be fully understood as there are planning decisions facing us now that 
have long term implications for the whole Parish and its ability to influence the direction of 
development.  

There were 3 key questions posed to residents to establish as clearly as possible the 
attitude to further development: 

Q1. What is your opinion about new housing in the Parish? 

 
  

  

Yes No No opinion Total  

Respon
se 

Not  

Answer
ed 

Base
* Return

s % 
Return

s % 
Return

s % 

There should be new 
Housing built 178 60% 59 20% 27 9% 264 31 295 

There should be 
Housing 
Modernisation 

118 40% 29 10% 88 30% 235 60 295 

There should be 
Housing Projects 129 44% 44 15% 65 22% 238 57 295 

There should be land 
designated for future 
build 

113 38% 65 22% 54 18% 232 63 295 
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*Base=total survey respondents (295) 

If you have any comments please specify below:  

There were 50 comments made (see attached).  

Q2. If you would like to see new housing, what kind would you prefer? 

  

  

Yes No No opinion Total  

Respon
se 

Not  

Answer
ed 

Base
* Return

s % 
Return

s % 
Return

s % 

Starter homes (2 
bedrooms) 165 56% 41 14% 25 8% 231 64 295 

Family homes (3 or 
more bedrooms) 181 61% 27 9% 20 7% 228 67 295 

Executive homes (4 or 
more bedrooms) 49 17% 120 41% 35 12% 204 91 295 

Adapted/easy access 
homes e.g. bungalows 156 53% 35 12% 35 12% 226 69 295 

Flats apartments 
(various sizes) 21 7% 151 51% 35 12% 207 88 295 

Supported housing / 
retirement homes 113 38% 60 20% 52 18% 225 70 295 

Living + working 
properties (small scale 
enterprise) 

107 36% 48 16% 59 20% 214 81 295 

Homes for local people 
or people with local 
connections 

186 63% 19 6% 36 12% 241 54 295 
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*Base=total survey respondents (295) 

Q3.  If additional new housing were built, should they be? 

  

  

Yes No No opinion Total  

Respon
se 

Not  

Answer
ed 

Base
* Return

s % 
Return

s % 
Return

s % 

Houses to buy on the 
open market 199 67% 27 9% 28 9% 254 41 295 

Rented from a private 
landlord 71 24% 97 33% 65 22% 233 62 295 

Rented from a housing 
association at market 
rents 

104 35% 88 30% 51 17% 243 52 295 

Part owned / part rented 119 40% 66 22% 58 20% 243 52 295 

Low cost housing priced 
below market by legal 
covenant 

76 26% 93 32% 69 23% 238 57 295 

Rent free or subsidised 
as part of employment 61 21% 94 32% 77 26% 232 63 295 

Self build houses by 
private individual or 
group 

111 38% 60 20% 69 23% 240 55 295 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Starter homes (2 bedrooms)

Family homes (3 or more bedrooms)

Executive homes (4 or more bedrooms)

Adapted/easy access homes e.g. bungalows

Flats apartments (various sizes)

Supported housing / retirement homes

Living + working properties (small scale enterprise)

Homes for local people or people with local connections

% respondents

Preferred housing type

Yes No No opinion
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*Base=Total survey respondents (295) 

If you want to designate possible locations or make other comments, please 
specify below: 

There were 41 comments made to describe possible locations for additional new housing if 
built or to provide other comments, (see attached). 

The questionnaire also produced responses to many other issues facing residents that were 
highly relevant to the development of the Parish in an increasingly sustainable way and 
these need to be read in conjunction with this part of the paper, in particular the issues of 
environment, education, facilities, services and jobs, all of which are related to any house 
building plan. The answers to the questions posed on these subjects have therefore been 
considered in this paper and taken into account. 

The key points are summarised below:  

Facilities and Services 

There was strong support for the existing facilities, in-particular, the Shop, Pub, Village 
Halls, Churches and the Playing Field.  

There was a clear need for more frequent and regular public transport, better control of 
traffic speed and pedestrian facilities for crossing the road and accessing the school.  

The support for organised activities was mixed however there was interest in having a 
place for the ‘youth’ to go to and possibly a Café as a meeting point, both of which would 
likely be best suited to Canon Pyon. 

Security and anti-social behaviour are ongoing issues to all areas and Policing is not seen 
as effective in the Parish and is of clear concern to a large section of the community. 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Houses to buy on the open market

Rented from a private landlord

Rented from a housing association at market rents

Part owned / part rented

Low cost housing priced below market by legal 
covenant

Rent free or subsidised as part of employment

Self build houses by private individual or group

% respondents*

If additional new housing were built, should they be?

Yes No No opinion
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Community ‘Projects’, such as resident groups, allotments, secure play areas for young 
children etc were raised in the commentary as requirements in any land development. 

Road maintenance is an ongoing sore throughout the Parish. 

Mobile phone and Internet access are of particular concern both for private and business 
use as both are well below anyone’s expectation. 

Environment 

There was strong support for maintaining the uniqueness of the environment in terms of 
the nature of the countryside and that the access to footpaths etc is very highly valued. 
Any improvement would be welcomed. 

There were suggestions that land should be made available as sites that could grow ‘wild’ 
as important habitat for insects and wildlife in general. Church land was identified as an 
option for consideration. Any development should take this into account. 

The removal of re-cycling facilities was not seen as a positive action so this should be 
reconsidered in any future development of public areas.  

Economy 

This is of widespread concern when discussing new housing, however it was recognised 
that they are not exclusive issues and that both should be important considerations in the 
development of the Parish. The view that jobs are needed as well as houses was accepted 
so business opportunities within development projects would be welcomed so long as they 
do not detract from the rural nature of the Parish. 

Health Services 

Again there was a strong link made between additional housing and the need for improved 
health services. Due to the geographic distribution of the rural population, visits to both 
Doctors and Dentists were widespread between the available facilities, all of which are 
located outside the parish. As the population of the Parish increases, therefore, 
consideration must be given to the possibility of more local provision of such services. This 
would require looking at future building developments with this in mind.  

General Comments. 

There were many other added comments, which helped shape the response and covered 
many questions that were not asked. There was a feeling that Canon Pyon, in-particular, 
must not continue to be developed on an ad-hoc basis to meet the housing ‘targets’ of 
Hereford Council, which has resulted in the current patchwork layout, the lack of 
geographic cohesion and the associated communications problems.  

There will also be consideration given to small developments and individual 
houses, not necessarily just in Canon Pyon, but elsewhere in the Parish to help 
sustain local communities and maintain the rural character of the place. 
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Comments on the Parish Plan Housing Census (Questionnaire): 

Q1. What is your opinion about new housing in the Parish? If you 
have any comments please specify below: 
 

Comments: 

A limited number 

Additional housing is necessary.  Developers are largely motivated by profit.  The council 
should fight to ensure that new build adds to the community not detracts. 

Affordable housing 

Allotments 

Allotments would be a boon. 

Allotments, community green spaces. 

Allotments.  Secure play areas for LOCAL children?  How well has can be 
policed/maintained. 

And brown field sites designated for affordable housing. 

Any new housing has to be sensitive to what is already there in terms of existing housing 
and services. 

As there is little or no work in the village and poor transport - housing should be limited. 

Building in Ledgemoor would have to be on a small scale because of lack of mains 
drainage. 

Canon Pyon hay meadow should be a protected green area e.g. wild flower area,  tree 
planting etc. 

Canon Pyon is already "ribbon development" causing dangerous driving on the A4110.  It 
should not be extended [//????]  N or S 

Consideration should be given to appropriateness of any future housing - to be affordable 
& on brown field sites not on the hay meadow. 

Consideration should be given to having better looking properties (not modern designs), 
with ample space around then rather than densities circa 10 per acre. 

Development should be organic - planning can be counter productive and restrictive. 

Garden - allotments would be a good idea, gardens being so much smaller now and 
would create a village community, getting to know new incomers as well as satisfaction 
of grow-your-own. 

Garden allotments play area.  For young people 

Has it been considered to build a new primary school in the village and build a housing 
estate on the school land? 
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Comments: 

Housing built - minimal - only in very small numbers & infill.  Housing modernisation - 
take to mean refurbishment.    All housing should be in keeping with the village with 
limited numbers of each, preferably infilling area on brown field sites. Best if in one's or 
two's at each site. 

I do not feel I know enough about housing modernisation to comment. 

I would like to support small-scale cottage-style new housing across the parish. I 
strongly believe they should reflect on the existing character - i.e. ribbon development, 
historically small cottages with "work at home" space/units + space for a productive veg' 
garden.  Traditional materials.  NOT an estate or commuter houses! 

Improved play areas for youngsters 

In moderation and in keeping with the area. 

In the Local Plane. In full between estate and old pub keep Canon Pyon as a linear 
village. 

Kings Pyon?      

Land designated for future building only after extensive public consultation and real 
attention, not lip service, to local people and the effect on the local and wider 
environment. Housing only for demand not speculation. 

Minimal new housing required to meet small local demand as per categories below - local 
demand to include 2/3 bedroom homes if appropriate. 

More traditional style housing, not tiny modern cardboard box style houses. 

New housing should be energy efficient; "passivhaus" or equivalent to minimise energy 
requirements. 

New social housing discretely located in CP. 

Not on green fields.  There are sites in Canon Pyon that could be used for building. 

Opportunities for self build projects. 

Other than in Canon Pyon my opinion is that new housing should be in-fill development, 
any larger scale development should be near the existing shop, bus routes and main 
sewers. 

Phased housing new build would be more sustainable than huge new estate.  10-15 new 
homes a year for 20 years would maintain a thriving village, school etc. 

Possibly self-build with accent on self-help. 

Secure play areas. 

Self building projects for young couples. 

Single plots for self-build houses. 

Small groups not large scale development. 

Small plots made available for self-build projects. 
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Comments: 

Small quantity of selection of homes in line with local opinion.  Small quantity of starter 
homes.  1 or 2 "executive" homes.  Living/working properties only if needed or 
requested.  It is important to have homes for local people. 

Small scale please. 

Stay with existing infill sites - no large multi house developments -  continue within the 
pre 2012 policy of development boundary 

The houses should be set away from the main road in Canon Pyon for safety reasons and 
to stop the village being linear. 

The infrastructure in Canon Pyon is too poor to be bringing more population to the 
village. The play area is rancid, why bring such a lovely new? Wooden play area if you're 
leaving the old dilapidated lot? 

There appears to be no overall plan in the village where the houses start and where the 
village finishes. 

Thoughts should be towards improving the infrastructure of the village first. 

Whose houses are you referring to?  Housing should be provided for local people but NO 
MORE THAN 10! 

Why do Planners insist on making every village into a mini-town?  People choose to live 
in the country because they enjoy looking at green fields and animals grazing. For this 
privilege they accept lack of facilities. Please do not make any more villages into 
impersonal concrete jungles. 

 

Q3. If additional new housing were built, should they be? If you want 
to designate possible locations or make other comments, please 
specify below: 
 

Comments: 

A broad range of housing should be made available to support a diverse community. 

A large 'estate' of new houses would spoil the village. It should be allowed to grow 
naturally. 

Any of the above SINGLY. 

As part of a housing project - on BROWN FIELD SITES in Canon Pyon when available - 
possibly a few affordable houses could be built. 

Avoid "ribbon" development in Canon Pyon - small estates of mixed housing away from 
main road (i.e. with single access to A4110) e.g. opposite the "Nag" would seem best. 

Avoid any further building along the village on the main road; I think limited building on 
the road leading down from the right side of the Nags Head is preferable - both 
aesthetically and for road safety.  The only site on the main road for development is the 
old Yeomans depot. 
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Comments: 

Away from main road. Many lanes out of Canon Pyon.  Alternatively on site of old garage 
by village hall.  NOT on, meadow next to play ground. 

Build between The Plough and other houses to the south. 

Bush bank behind the pub close to the school. 

Canon Pyon is the only location in the parish group for substantial building. Kings Pyon 
and Ledgemoor do not have the facilities for more than infill and Ledgemoor has a 
problem with lack of main drains and high water table for septic tanks. 

Canon Pyon needs some new housing development but the Parish should decide which 
and how many and style and size of properties through a Neighbourhood Plan. 

Development should be allowed in all the Group villages not just along the busy main 
road in Canon Pyon. 

Factory site adjacent to Canon Pyon village hall. 

Garage brown field site - behind village all - land opposite Nags Head. 

High proportion of homes for rent in this area. 

How property is markets should be matched to local demand. 

I don't think we need more properties that can only be afforded by wealthy older people 
or high paid commuters. 

I think any new members of the community could keep it from dying out and is therefore 
a positive. 

If there is a need for more housing I believe it should follow the road line so that views 
can be maintained for everyone. 

I think the former Yeoman's bus depot site next to the village hall in Canon Pyon is the 
best development site. 

Land next to village hall. 

Low cost/rent free housing will be allocated to those on benefits and that would mean 
further benefit allocations to get them in and out of town to doctors etc.  As a tax payer I 
don't want to foot this bill as well so "NO" to that.  People on benefits should remain in 
town where they can get around without further aide from councils. 

Low cost:  How do you stop buyers staying indefinitely as their income rises? Rented 
accommodation: Should be offered to local people first. The accent should be heavily 
weighted toward local/local contacts people. 

My preferred option would be the field behind the hedge on Hereford side of CP.  The 
field opposite the Nag is a visual amenity I would be sad to lose. 

N/A 

Not enough local work to support homes for those employed. A few houses would be fine 
NOT 40! 
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Comments: 

Numbers should be restricted. About 20 in total probably some starter houses although 
we should know if required WITHOUT importing families. 

On bus route - especially low cost housing as transport costs so high. 

Please, no more urbanisation. 

See Q1. 

Site away from main road in Canon Pyon. 

Small plots of attractive houses, not filling in whole fields in one block. 

Spread out among the surrounding villages. 

Stay within the pre 2012 village development boundary. 

The market or the government authorities should indicate what type is required but the 
Parish Council should be able to choose the number and location and have some say in 
the design and landscaping. 

The old coach station in Canon Pyon needs developing is ideal as playing flied opposite 
and possible site for future school. Also adjacent to village hall for activities for families. 

The only village in the Pyon area where I could accept new housing would be in Canon 
Pyon.  However, I think residents of Canon Pyon should have the final say. 

The Parish Council - preferred site in centre of Canon Pyon (next to the playing field). 

The parish has sufficient "estate" type housing.  The units that comprise an estate are at 
best awful and taken many years to fit in with the rest of the parish. 

Yeoman's Garage - some infilling - not the large quantity and quality proposed on any of 
the sites. 

Yes only apply, for local families, with connections to the parish already. 
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